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FORWARD
From October 1st, 1984 through June 31st, 1991, the Cloud and
Aerosol Research Group in the Department of Atmospheric Sciences at the
University of Washington has pursued theoretical studies of the chemistry
of extratropical rainbands under the auspices of the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI). In the course of this study, we developed and
refined a two-dimensional, kinematic rainband model which has enabled
us to analyze the sulfur and nitrogen chemistry of a number of different
rainband types. The development of this model and its application to
several rainbands for which we had an appropriate airflow (derived from
cloud dual data analysis) and other physical data occurred during the first
year of our study. This effort and the resulting model are documented in
the refereed literature (Rutledge et al.. 1986; Hegg et al.. 1986). We shall,
therefore, not deal with this effort in this report.
The second stage of our effort involved the application of our model to
a relatively complete data set on both the physics and chemistry of a
mesoscale rainband observed during the course of the Genesis of Atlantic
Lows Experiment (GALE) conducted around Cape Hatteras. The
availability of chemical data, including chemical deposition data, allowed
us to conduct a diagnostic study of the rainband and assessment of the
performance of our model. Once again, this effort has been documented in
the refereed literature (Hegg et al.. 1989) and will not be dealt with here.
The final stage of our modeling effort was to refine our model on the
basis of the GALE results and to apply the model to two different rainbands
which passed through the GALE operations area in close proximity to each
other. We wished to assess the effects of possible rainband interaction in
the course of this study and to evaluate the feasibility of aggregating model
runs on different rainbands to expand the scale of our modeling domain. It
is this final effort which constitutes the body of this report. In this effort, a
graduate student, Mary C. Barth, took the lead in the model development
and analysis. This report is, in essence, her thesis.

ABSTRACT

A diagnostic modeling study is described of the chemistry of two coldfrontal rainbands that were observed on the mid-Atlantic coast of the United
States. A modified version of the Hegg et al. (1989) cloud microphysicschemistry model is used to simulate a narrow cold-frontal rainband and a wide
cold-frontal rainband.
The contribution of the pathways for oxidizing aqueous sulfur dioxide is
examined for each rainband. In the narrow cold-frontal rainband, ironcatalyzed aerobic oxidation contributed the most to the oxidation of aqueous
sulfur dioxide, but oxidation by ozone and hydrogen peroxide also contributed
significantly. In the wide cold-frontal rainband, oxidation by hydrogen
peroxide was the greatest contributor towards the rear of the band, and ironcatalyzed aerobic oxidation and oxidation by ozone contributed the most at the
leading edge of the band.
Surface sulfate deposition rates from the wide cold-frontal rainband
predicted by the model were up to five times greater than those derived from
measurements, most likely due to high input concentrations of sulfur dioxide
and aerosol sulfate. Surface nitrate deposition rates from the wide cold-frontal
rainband predicted by the model were up to eight times smaller than those
derived from measurements, most likely due to low input concentrations of
aqueous nitrate precursors.
When the two rainbands were allowed to interact, by having the narrow
cold-frontal rainband process the air that entered the wide cold-frontal
rainband that followed it, the total sulfate deposition from both the narrow and
wide cold-frontal rainbands decreased by only 2%. The total nitrate deposition
remained essentially unchanged when the rainbands were allowed to interact.
These differences are small due to the small amount of aerosol scavenging at
upper levels of the wide cold-frontal rainband, where differences in the input
aerosol concentrations were found.
The effects on the sulfate and nitrate deposition of the initial concentrations of their precursors in the clear air ahead of each rainband is
examined. For most cases that are modeled, the sulfate and nitrate depositions
responded approximately linearly to variations in the concentrations of their
precursors.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND GOALS OF THE STUDY
Acid deposition is a major environmental problem of the
industrial era and is therefore being studied extensively. The influence
of industrial emissions on the environment was noted as early as the
1660’s (Cowling, 1982). However, it was not until the 1850’s that rain was
analyzed chemically. Smith (1852) found that in Manchester, England,
rain contained sulfuric acid, but with increasing distance from the city
the rain acidity decreased. Smith (1872) was the first to term this type of
precipitation "acid rain" and he discussed several important ideas
concerning the acid precipitation problem.

Unfortunately, little attention was given to Smith’s ideas, and
comprehensive studies of acid precipitation were not attempted again
until the middle of the 20th century. A precipitation chemistry network
was created by Egner in 1948 in Sweden, and this was expanded in the
following decade (Rossby and Egner, 1955). The extent of acid
precipitation in Europe was clearly demonstrated by the work of Odn
(1968, see also Cowling, 1982) who used the precipitation chemistry
network established by Egner, and a Scandinavian network used for
studying the chemistry of surface water, to demonstrate the effects of
acid precipitation on lakes and rivers.

Awareness and knowledge of the acid precipitation problem has
increased dramatically during the past two decades. We now
understand that, because carbon dioxide is absorbed by and dissociated
in cloud water and rain to form carbonate, and because naturally
occurring particles that contain sulfate are scavenged by cloud water
and rain, precipitation is naturally acidic (e.g. Charlson and Rodhe,
1982). Indeed, because of these species, natural rain water generally has
a pH of 5.4 or less depending on the concentration of sulfate particles and
the liquid water content of the cloud (pH, which is the measure of the

acidity of a liquid, is defined as -logio [H+]). The term acid rain, or arid
precipitation, refers to precipitation that is more acidic than this
naturally occurring precipitation.

There are three important anions that contribute to the aridity of
precipitation: sulfate, nitrate and formate (Likens et al., 1979;
Chameides, 1984). Sulfate is the primary anion that acidifies
precipitation. The source of sulfate is mostly sulfur dioxide, which is
emitted primarily from power plants that burn sulfur-containing coal
(Likens et al., 1979). Sulfur dioxide also is produced from the oxidation of
dimethyl sulfide, which is emitted from phytoplankton in the oceans
(Andreae et al. 1985).
Nitrate is the second most important anion that acidifies precipitation (Likens et al., 1979). Anthropogenic sources of nitrate include power
plant plumes and automobile exhaust which, due to the high
temperature combustion, releases nitrogen and oxygen atoms from
molecular nitrogen and oxygen. These atoms quickly recombine and
react to form nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide and nitrogen trioxide. These
compounds undergo further reactions to eventually create nitric acid.

Formate ions may also acidify precipitation (Chameides, 1984).
They derive from formaldehyde and formic acid, which are produced
through oxidation of methane in background air and are both byproducts of biomass burning (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990). Biomass
fires are often caused by humans, but they also occur naturally,
primarily as a result of lightning.
During the past few decades the problem of arid precipitation has
received extensive study. Field measurements, laboratory experiments,
theoretical studies, and numerical simulations have all been pursued.
Large-scale numerical modeling has been undertaken, using highly parameterized components for smaller-scale processes such as emissions
of chemicals, homogeneous and heterogeneous transformations, and

deposition. Ideally, such parameterized components should be based on
detailed models in which the parameter! zations have been tested against
more explicit model results and, where possible, against field
observations.

Because extratropical cyclones provide most of the precipitation in
midlatitudes in the winter (Hobbs, 1978; Houze and Hobbs, 1982), it is
important to understand the cloud chemistry processes that dominate in
this type of system. Within these cyclones, there are areas of enhanced
precipitation, called rainbands, that provide most of the precipitation
(Harrold and Austin, 1974) and therefore chemical deposition (Hegg et
al., 1984) from the cyclone.

The extratropical cyclone exemplifies the need to study cumulative
chemical deposition from a storm, rather than chemical deposition from
a single precipitation event. Acid deposition from a single rainband may
differ from acid deposition brought on by a storm containing several
rainbands. In fact, there are many effects that are related to cumulative
deposition, which, in turn, are dependent on the cumulative
precipitation from a storm and storm frequencies (Bennett et al., 1985).
To understand more fully the cloud chemistry processes that are
important in extratropical cyclones, a numerical model is needed that
simulates the different types of rainbands that can coexist in a cyclone
and their interactions.
The work described in this study represents a first step toward the
goal of understanding cloud chemical processes in extratropical
cyclones. A cloud microphysics-chemistry model is used to simulate
consecutive rainbands. After modeling the chemistry of one mesoscale
rainband, a second rainband that followed the first is modeled by
initializing the composition of the air that enters the second band with
the composition of the outflow air from the first rainband.
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To place the nature and scale of this model in perspective relative
to cumulus cloud models, mesoscale models and long-range transport
models, descriptions of some of these latter types of cloud chemistry
models are given in the next section of this chapter. It will be seen that
modeling the chemistry of consecutive rainbands fills the gap between
modeling cloud chemistry on the mesoscale (about 100 km) and large
scales (over 1000 km). The feasibility of simulating consecutive
rainbands in an extratropical cyclone is then addressed. Finally, the
goals of this study and its organization are presented.
1.1 Previous Cloud Chemistry Models

In an effort to understand the cycling of trace chemical species in
clouds, there have been several attempts to numerically simulate cloud
chemical processes. Easter and Hobbs (1974) developed the first interactive cloud physics-chemistry model, which described aqueous-phase
sulfate production in a wave cloud over a mountain. Because of the
many types of clouds, and the various scales on which they occur, there
have been numerous succeeding types of cloud chemistry models (e.g.
Tremblay and Leighton, 1986; Taylor, 1989a,b; Chaumerliac and Rosset,
1989; Hales, 1989; Hegg et al., 1989; Carmichael et al., 1986; Chang et al.,
1987; Venkatram et al., 1988).

I.I.I Small-scale Models

Most small-scale cloud chemistry models depict cumulus clouds.
Typically, the domain for these models is 10-20 km horizontally,
allowing for a horizontal grid spacing on the order of hundreds of
meters. Several examples of such models are mentioned below.

Tremblay and Leighton (1984, 1986) developed a three-dimensional
(3-D) cumulus cloud model to describe the microphysics and chemistry of
convective clouds. Tremblay (1987) applied this model to conditions that
were observed near North Bay, Ontario, during summer. He found fair

agreement between modeled and observed aqueous sulfate
concentrations and aerosol distributions and for half of the simulations
the nucleation scavenging process alone explained the aqueous sulfate
concentrations. However, Tremblay found in general that he could not
account for the observed aqueous nitrate concentrations.

A two-dimensional (2-D) time-dependent cumulus cloud model
was developed by Sarma (1986). He employed this model to study the
transport and transformation of pollutants by convective clouds. Sarma
did not simulate ice microphysics, which can be an important factor in
chemical transformations.

An important feature of cumulus clouds is the entrainment of air
into the cloud. To describe entrainment, as well as cloud microphysics
and chemistry, Walcek and Taylor (1986) used a one-dimensional (1-D)
steady state cloud model. Using this model, they examined the
sensitivity of the cloud chemistry to input parameters. They found that
the vertical variations in the cloud water composition are strongly
influenced by variations in temperature, pressure, degree of
entrainment and liquid water content, but there was no certain trend in
the variation of cloud water composition when comparing the influence
of the meteorological parameters for different initial chemistry
scenarios.

Taylor (1989a,b) developed a 1-D, time-dependent, cumulus cloud
model that describes cloud microphysics, chemistry and entrainment.
He applied this model to conditions observed during CCOPE (cooperative
CQnvective Erecipitation Experiment) in south-central Montana. Taylor
discussed the relative importance of various chemical processes and the
effects that entrainment has upon the chemical species. He found that
in-cloud scavenging of SO^ accounted for most of the sulfur mass
deposited on the ground. He also showed that, although .entrainment
can have a significant effect on cloud microphysics, it had a negligible
effect on sulfur deposition.
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1.1.2 Mesoscale Models

Two types of mesoscale model have been developed: those that
describe orographic clouds and those that describe mesoscale cloud
features that occur in synoptic storms. The model domain for
mesoscale cloud chemistry models is typically between ~60 and 500
km horizontally, with a horizontal grid spacing of ~1-15 km.

Chaumerliac et al. (1987) used a 3-D, quasi-spectral,
microphysical model that included aerosol SO^ scavenging, gaseous
SC>2 scavenging, and aqueous S(IV) oxidation by ozone and hydrogen
peroxide. A mountain wave cloud was simulated and sensitivity tests
were performed. A more complete sulfur chemistry scheme that
included a charge balance, was later added to their numerical model
(Chaumerliac and Rosset, 1989); this new scheme was tested on the
orographic cloud case.

Hales (1989) generalized the PLUVIUS code (Easter and Hales,
1984; Hales, 1981), which was based on a 1-D storm model by Scott
(1982), to provide a considerable amount of flexibility for the model
user. The versatility of this refined model is exemplified by its choice
of up to three spatial dimensions in addition to a temporal dimension,
the choice of the number of chemical species to employ, and the
flexibility of utilizing a variety of microphysical and chemical
mechanisms. Although Hales stated that the number of water
species was unlimited, it is typically only four: water vapor, cloud
water, rain and ice. The simple parameterization of ice physical
processes limits the usefulness of this model because of the wide
range of fallspeeds that ice particles can have. Hales illustrated the
application of the model by showing results of a 2-D simulation of the
microphysics and chemistry in a warm front.

Hegg et al. (1984), using Rutledge and Hobbs’ (1983) microphysical model with the addition of sulfiir chemistry, simulated the sulfur
chemistry of a warm-frontal rainband. Results from this model indicated that nucleation scavenging was an important contributor to
sulfate deposition. Sulfate concentrations in rain predicted by the
model agreed reasonably well with measurements.

Rutledge et al. (1986) and Hegg et al. (1986) extended Rutledge
and Hobbs’ (1984) model for a narrow cold-frontal rainband to include
sulfur chemistry and nitrate scavenging. This 2-D kinematic model
was applied to a rainband observed on the East Coast of the United
States during GALE (Hegg et al., 1989). A detailed description of this
model is given in Chapter II.
1.1.3 Large-Scale Models

More recently, attention has turned to regional-scale
numerical models. There are two types of long-range transport (LRT)
models: Lagrangian and Eulerian. Several Lagrangian models have
been developed (Eliasson and Saltbones, 1983; Apsimon et al., 1985;
Ellenton et al., 1985; Renner et al., 1985). These models are useful
because their simple structure allows detailed chemistry to be
included.

A few Eulerian regional-scale models have been produced.
These models usually contain a horizontal domain of thousands of
kilometers, with a grid spacing of ~80 km.
Carmichael et al. (1986) extended an earlier model (Carmichael
and Peters, 1984), known as the Sulfur Transport E.ulerian Model
(STEM), to include wet deposition and heterogeneous chemical processes. They applied it to two scenarios: the transport of pollutants
from urban plumes to the background troposphere, and, second, to
sulfate and nitrate formation under land-sea breeze conditions.

Berge (1989) created a regional sulfur dispersion model that
interacts with a numerical weather prediction model that includes a
detailed treatment of clouds. He applied this model to a synoptic feature that occurred over northwest Europe and noted the difficulty in
modeling accurately sulfate deposition on the large-scale.

Chang et al. (1987) developed a regional acid deposition model
(RADM) designed to simulate chemical behavior in the eastern
United States. Such regional-scale models are composed of a set of
computational modules that are integrated together to perform the
simulation. For example, in the RADM, there are separate modules
for transport, cloud effects, dry deposition, gas chemistry and
emissions, which are combined to model the larger-scale system.
Because these models include many meteorological and chemical
interactions, many important phenomena (including cloud
processes) are highly parameterized.
Using a multi-module approach in a large-scale Eulerian
model, Venkatram et al. (1988) described the characteristics of the
Acid Deposition and Oxidant Model (ADOM). They evaluated this
model by comparing, both directly and indirectly, model results with
field measurements obtained during the Oxidation and Scavenging
Characteristics of April Rains (OSCAR) project. They found that the
average concentrations of sulfate in rain for a precipitation event
were within a factor of two of the observations. Additionally, the
model predicted washout ratios (the ratio of the concentration of a
given pollutant in rain to that in air) compared well with washout
ratios calculated from the field measurements.
1.1.4 Extratropical Cyclone Model

Noticeably missing to date has been a chemistry model for a complete extratropical cyclone. One way to model this type of storm would be
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to depict a cyclone in a long range transport model. However, because
the intense precipitation features in a cyclone occur in rainbands that
are of a size less than the grid spacing of an LRT model (Hobbs, 1978),
describing the acidic deposition accurately may not be possible in an LRT

model.
Another method for modeling the chemistry in an extratropical
cyclone is to combine simulations of rainbands so that their combination
represents the bulk of the precipitation produced by a cyclone. This is the
approach taken in this study. To determine the feasibility of such an
approach, a review of the nature and organization of rainbands in
extratropical cyclones is now undertaken.
1.2 Rainbands

In midlatitudes, most of the precipitation, especially in winter, derives from extratropical cyclones (Houze and Hobbs, 1982). The
distribution of precipitation in these cyclones has been studied
extensively, primarily with radars.

Austin (1960) showed that extratropical cyclones contain
mesoscale clusters of precipitation. Austin and Houze (1972) divided
these into large and small mesoscale precipitation areas.

To study the organization and structure of mesoscale rainbands in
cyclones, the CYCLonic Extratropical Storms (CYCLES) Project was conducted during the late 1970’s and early 1980’s in the Pacific Northwest of
the United States. Observations from CYCLES led to the categorization
and description of the rainbands (Hobbs, 1978). A summary of the types
of rainbands that were observed is given in the next section. This is
followed by a discussion of the airflow in various rainbands and how the
rainbands may interact with each other.
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1.2.1 Mesoscale Organization of Precipitation in Midlatitude Cyclones

The mesoscale organization of precipitation within
extratropical cyclones has been described by Hobbs (1978, 1981), who
identified eight types ofrainbands (Fig. 1.1). Warm-frontal rainbands
(Type 1) form in the leading portion of a cyclone; they are associated
with warm advection and they are oriented parallel to the warm
front. Warm-sector rainbands (Type 2) are situated ahead of the cold
front, in the warm sector, and are oriented parallel to the cold front.
Wide cold-frontal rainbands (Type 3) form behind or on the cold front
and are oriented parallel to this front. The narrow cold-frontal
rainband (Type 4) coincides with the cold front. Narrow occludedfrontal rainbands (Type 5) coincide with the surface occluded front.
Prefrontal, cold-surge rainbands (Type 6) are located ahead of the cold
front, they are associated with surges of cold air and are similar in
character to wide cold-frontal rainbands. Postfrontal rainbands (Type
7) are situated well behind the cold front, to which they are parallel.
Wavelike rainbands (Type 8) can be located in several positions in a
cyclone. Some, but usually not all, of these eight types of rainband
form in most extratropical cyclones. Between the rainbands, more
stratiform regions of precipitation often exist.
1.2.2 Nature and Interactions between Rainbands

The flow of air through midlatitude cyclones, and rainbands
within them, has been studied extensively during the past few
decades. Investigators in the British Isles showed that in the warm
air of a cyclone differential advection created regions of potential
instability. This potential instability was released by the large-scale
ascent of a sort of "warm conveyor belt" of air producing warmfrontal and warm-sector bands (Browning et al., 1973; Harrold, 1973).
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From the CYCLES Project, it was learned that in a warmfrontal rainband, a low level mesoscale updraft creates stratiform
cloud and precipitation (Herzergh and Hobbs, 1980). The precipitation
is enhanced by ice particles, generated in upper-level convective cells,
that fall through lower stratiform cloud. This is called the seederfeeder process. This process is also associated with wide cold-frontal
rainbands and some warm-sector rainbands (Houze and Hobbs, 1982).

Hobbs (1978) and Matejka et aZ.(1980) summarized the
dynamics and microphysics of rainbands based on several case
studies. Their schematic of the airflow associated with cold-frontal
rainbands is shown in Fig. 1.2. In this figure, the open arrows depict
the airflow relative to the front. The air rises at and ahead of the
surface cold front until it reaches the top of the convective boundary
layer. At this level, some air flows forward accompanied by a small
descent, and the rest of the air flows rearwards slantwise along the
cold-frontal zone. This depiction of the air flow is consistent with
other studies of cold fronts (e.g. Browning and Harrold, 1970;
Browning and Pardoe, 1973; James and Browning, 1979; Hobbs and
Biswas, 1979; Hobbs et al., 1980).

It can be seen from Fig. 1.2 that the air leaving the narrow coldfrontal rainband (NCFR) is incorporated into the wide cold-frontal
rainband (WCFR) that follows the NCFR. Air (including water vapor,
aerosols and trace gases) that enters the NCFR is modified in its passage through the band. This modified air eventually enters a WCFR
where it undergoes further modification.
1.3 Scope of Study

In this study, as a first step toward understanding cloud
chemical processes in an extratropical cyclone as a whole, we shall
attempt to describe numerically the interaction of the NCFR and
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WIDE
COLD-FRONTAL
RAINBANO

1TYPE 3)

Model of the clouds associated with a cold front showing
narrow and wide cold-frontal rainbands in vertical crosssection. The structure of the clouds and the predominant
mechanisms for precipitation growth are indicated. Vertical hatching below cloud bases represents precipitation; the
density of the hatching corresponds qualitatively to the
precipitation rate. Open arrows depict airflow relative to
the front: A strong convective updraft and downdraft above
the surface front and pressure trough, and broader ascent
over the cold front aloft. Ice particle concentrations (ipc)
are given in numbers per liter; cloud liquid water contents
(Iwc) are in g m"3. The motion of the rainband in the figure
is from left to right. (From Hobbs, 1978.)
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WCFR described above with respect to cloud microphysical and
chemical processes. This is accomplished by first modeling the
microphysics and chemistry in a NCFR. Then simulations of the
microphysics and chemistry of a WCFR that follows the NCFR are
performed. A comparison is made of the cloud chemistry and acid
deposition for simulations of the WCFR initialized with air exiting the
NCFR and with air entering the NCFR.

A cloud microphysics-chemistry model (Hegg et at., 1989) is
used to simulate the consecutive rainbands. A detailed description of
this model and the type of results that it produces is given in Chapter

II.
Modifications that have been made to the Hegg et al. (1989)
model are described in Chapter III. This new version of the model
has been applied to a storm where several rainbands were observed.
Two rainbands from this storm were selected to be modeled: a NCFR
that coincided with a surface cold front and a WCFR that followed the
surface cold front. The results of these two model simulations are
discussed in Chapter IV. A detailed discussion of how the interaction
of these two rainbands affects the add deposition from the WCFR is
given in Chapter V. Because a complete data set of measurements in
two consecutive rainbands could not be obtained, this study is limited
to examining theoretically the effects of such interactions.

The results of this study are summarized in Chapter VI.

CHAPTER n
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION OF THE ORIGINAL MODEL

To understand the effects of the interactions of consecutive rainbands on acid deposition, a mesoscale rainband model with
parameterized microphysics and chemistry must be used. For this
purpose, a modified version of the Hegg et al. (1989) model was employed.
In this chapter, a description of the original model (prior to
modifications) is given. To understand the type of results one can expect
from this model, the results of one case study are presented. A
description of modifications that were made to this model, carried out as
part of this study, will be given in Chapter III.
2.1 General Characteristics

The Hegg et al. (1989) model is a two-dimensional, kinematic
model. That is, the air motion pattern is prescribed and remains
unaltered during the model run. It is an Eulerian model that uses
parameterized chemistry and physics. Because rainbands are often (but
not always) approximately uniform in structure along their length
(Hobbs, 1978), the two dimensions of the model are generally the
horizontal distance perpendicular to the length of the band (x) and the
vertical (z) distance.
The model utilizes a bulk water parameterization, similar to that
described by Lin et al. (1983). The water fields included are water vapor,
cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel. It is assumed that the
cloud water and ice fields are monodispersed, and that the rain, snow
and graupel fields have an exponential size distribution of the type
described by Marshall and Palmer (1948) and Gunn and Marshall (1958).
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The cloud water and ice are advected both horizontally and vertically with the winds. Rain, snow, and graupel advect with the horizontal
wind and fall relative to the vertical wind. The model uses the continuity
equation for each of the fields. For water vapor, cloud water and ice:

1^ -li

^

For rain, snow and graupel, the continuity equation is:
3q

^

3q

=

u^

(w +

3q

V)^

a 3 (pV)

SQ

^^
+

(2.2),

where V is the mass-weighted fallspeed of rain, snow or graupel. The
sources and sinks for these hydrometeors are represented in these two
equations by So. In these equations, q represents the hydrometeor, u the
horizontal wind, w the vertical wind, and p the density of air. For temperature the thermodynamic equation is:
3T

3T

,3T

,

Sh

aF ^ ax ^az- ^d^ -p-

where

^’

Sh represents the diabatic heating source and F^ the dry adiabatic

lapse rate.
2.2 Cloud Processes

The microphysical processes calculated in the Hegg et al. (1989)
model are depicted schematically in Fig. 2.1; they have been described in
detail by Rutledge and Hobbs (1983, 1984).
Cloud ice is created when the air is saturated with respect to ice and
T < 0C. The concentration of ice particles as a function of temperature is
assumed to follow Fletcher’s curve (Fletcher, 1962).
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of microphysical processes employed by Hegg et
aZ.(1989). (From Rutledge and Hobbs, 1984.)
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The cloud ice subsequently grows by vapor deposition. If cloud ice grows
beyond a threshold mass concentration, which corresponds to a mean
diameter of 2x10’^ m, where ice is considered snow, the excess cloud ice is
converted to snow. Cloud ice may be collected by snow, graupel or rain.
When advected into regions with temperatures greater than 0C, cloud ice
may melt to become cloud water. Through the Bergeron process, cloud ice
may transfer to snow.

Cloud water is created primarily by condensation of water vapor.
However, it may also form by melting ice. When it has grown beyond a
threshold concentration of 5xl0’4 kg kg"l, which corresponds to a size
where cloud water is considered rain, the excess cloud water is converted
to rain. Cloud water is depleted mainly through accretion by rain, riming
by snow or riming by graupel. Cloud water may also be transferred into
snow by the Bergeron process.
Rain is formed mostly from cloud water through rain collecting
cloud water or self-aggregation of cloud water, but it is also created from
melting snow or graupel. Rain may be depleted by evaporation, riming
with snow, collection of ice to form snow or graupel, or accretion by graupel. In regions where the temperature greater than 0C and graupel
accretes rain or cloud water, the water will shed from the graupel particle
to form rain.

In addition to self-aggregation of ice to form snow and accretion of
cloud water, rain, and ice by snow, snow may also form by vapor
deposition. Snow is depleted through collection by graupel and by melting.
When snow melts, water vapor may be released.

Once graupel is formed through riming and accretion processes, it
may continue to grow by vapor deposition. Graupel may melt to form rain.
As with melting snow, water vapor may be released from melting graupel.
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2.3

Sulfate Processes

The chemistry scheme in the Hegg et al. model considers four
families of chemical species: sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and hydrogen
peroxide. The concentration of each chemical species i in each hydrometeor reservoir j is determined using a continuity equation for that species:

t^ii

-^

=

Aij

+

Sij

(2.4).

where qy is the mass mixing ratio of species i in reservoir j, Ay represents
the advection ofqij, and Sy represents the sources and sinks ofqij.
The species in the sulfate family include gaseous sulfur dioxide,
aerosol sulfate, cloud water sulfate, cloud ice sulfate, rain sulfate, snow
sulfate and graupel sulfate. The microphysical and chemical processes
that affect these species are shown in Fig. 2.2.

For each microphysical process that occurs in the hydrometeors,
there is an analogous process for sulfate. For example, when rain accretes
cloud water and there is a transfer of water from the cloud water field to
the rain field, there is also a transfer of sulfate from the S04 in cloud water field to the SC>4 in rain field.

The chemistry scheme allows S02(g) to be absorbed into the cloud
water and rain, following Henry’s Law. The SOgtaq) dissociates and a

H2S03, HS03, and SC>3, which are collectively known as
S(IV)* forms. S(IV) can then be oxidized by 03 or HaOg to form SO^ [i.e.

group of species,

S(VI)] in cloud water or rain.

* SdV) indicates that sulfur is in its fourth oxidation state (i.e. to be a
stable molecule, four bonds must be filled). S(VI) indicates that sulfur is
in its sixth oxidation state.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of sulfate processes employed by Hegg et aZ.(1989).
(From Rutledge et al., 1986.)
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The aerosol

SC>4

may be transferred to the hydrometeor fields

through scavenging processes. Aerosol sulfate may undergo nucleation
scavenging into cloud water when the supersaturation exceeds 0.04%.
Rain, snow, or graupel may impact upon the aerosol when the precipitation falls. Aerosol sulfate will also coagulate with cloud water and ice.
2.4 Nitrate Processes

The species in the nitrate family include aerosol nitrate, gaseous
(HN03), gaseous peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN), cloud water nitrate, cloud ice nitrate, rain nitrate, snow nitrate, and graupel nitrate.
The microphysical and chemical processes that affect these species are
illustrated in Fig 2.3.
nitric acid

As with the sulfate species, for each microphysical process that
occurs in the hydrometeors, there is an analogous process for nitrate. For
example, when rain accretes cloud water and there is a transfer of water
from the cloud water field to the rain field, there is also a transfer of
nitrate from the cloud water N03 field to the rain N03 field.

The chemistry scheme allows both HN03(g) and PAN(g) to absorb
into the cloud water and rain, following Henry’s Law. Nitric acid is also
allowed to adsorb into snow and graupel. When HN03 and PAN are in
the aqueous form, they immediately dissociate, forming N03.
Aerosol nitrate, like aerosol sulfate, is scavenged by various hydrometeors. It will undergo nucleation scavenging into cloud water if the
supersaturation exceeds 0.04%. Rain, snow or graupel may impact upon
the aerosol when the precipitation falls. Aerosol N03 may also undergo
coagulation with cloud water and coagulation with ice.
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2.5

Ammonium, Hydrogen Peroxide
Determination of Acidity

and

Ozone

Processes and

Because aerosol particles are usually composed of ammonium

(NH^), in addition to the SC>4 and N03 anions, concentrations of aerosol
ammonium, cloud water ammonium, cloud ice ammonium, rain ammonium, snow ammonium, and graupel ammonium are determined in the
Hegg et al. (1989) model. Aerosol ammonium follows the fate of aerosol
sulfate or nitrate. It is scavenged via nucleation, coagulated by cloud
is in the
water or ice, or impacted by rain, snow or graupel. Once

NH^

hydrometeors, it transfers from one hydrometeor reservoir to another by
following the microphysical processes.
Concentrations of gaseous hydrogen peroxide (HgOg), cloud water
HaOg, cloud ice HgOg, rain H202, snow HgOg, and graupel HgOg are

determined in this model. Gaseous hydrogen peroxide will absorb into
cloud water and rain where it may undergo reaction with S(IV). Like the
other species, HgOg will transfer from one hydrometeor reservoir to

another according to the microphysical processes.

Because observed ozone concentrations (for previous model scenarios) are generally constant, it is assumed that the concentration of gaseous
ozone used by the model remains constant. When considering aqueous
S(IV) oxidation, the aqueous-phase concentration of ozone is calculated
using Henry’s Law.

To determine the acidity of the cloud water and rain, the pH is calculated using a charge balance:
[H+] +

[NHf]

=

2[S05] + [N03] + [OH-] + [HS03]

(2.5)
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2.6 Methodology

for Applying the Model

Using the processes described above, the model is run using a prescribed airflow field and initially prescribed temperature and water vapor
fields.

The model is initialized with a two-dimensional airflow field, generally determined by analyzing dual-Doppler radar data. This method
synthesizes the radial velocities from the two Doppler radars to determine
the horizontal flow. The anelastic continuity equation is then solved using
top and bottom boundary conditions to find the vertical velocity.
Profiles of temperature and water vapor mixing ratio that are
obtained from sounding data are used for the initialization of the microphysics. To initialize the chemistry fields, profiles are provided of the
aerosol species and the gas-phase species, that are derived from measurements obtained in the inflow region of the rainband or that are assumed.
Temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, and all the chemical species are
assumed to be horizontally homogeneous initially.

Once the model is initialized, it integrates the continuity equation
for each species through time (with a fixed time step). The method used
for integration of the continuity equation is described in more detail in
Appendix B. This integration proceeds until the modeled cloud has
reached an equilibrium. When equilibrium is reached, the microphysical
Characteristics, such as
and chemical processes are diagnosed.
precipitation rate, radar reflectivity, pH and sulfate deposition, are
determined.
2.7 Application to the March 6, 1986, GALE Case

The Hegg et al. (1989) model, described in the previous sections, was
applied to a rainband observed during the Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment (GALE) on March 6, 1986, by Hegg et al. (1989). To understand the
types of results obtained from this diagnostic model, selected results of this
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study are presented in this section. First the meteorological setting of the
rainband that was modeled is described. Next, the fields used to initialize
this model simulation are discussed. Finally, the equilibrium microphysical fields and chemical fields produced by the model simulation are
presented.
2.7.1 Meteorological Scenario

On March 6, 1986, between 1300 and 2300 UTC, a strong prefrontal
rainband moved through the GALE observational network in eastern
North Carolina. At 1800 UTC March 6, a cold front, located about 200 km
from the Atlantic Coast, extended from New York to the Gulf of Mexico
(Fig. 2.4). To the east of this cold front, a pressure trough, associated with
a cold front aloft, extended from Virginia to Florida. To the east of this
pressure trough, two rainbands (Rl and R2 in Fig. 2.4) were approaching
Cape Hatteras. Precipitation associated with this system extended from
New Jersey to South Carolina. Preceding the cold front aloft, warm
southerly air brought moisture into the rainbands Rl and R2.

In their analysis of this situation, Sienkiewicz et al. (1989) classified
Rl as a prefrontal surge rainband, because Rl was associated with a surge
of cold air ahead of the primary cold front aloft. Sienkiewicz et al. (1989)
classified R2 as a wide cold-frontal rainband, because it coincided with the
leading edge of the cold-air advection aloft.

Because dual-Doppler radar analysis was performed for a section of
R2, and because the UW Convair C-131A research aircraft flew in the
same general area, the vertical structure ofR2 was analyzed in detail. An
analysis of the vertical structure of R2 showed that the freezing level was
at the 1.8 km level. Most of the precipitation was stratiform in nature, but
cumuliform precipitation was noted at lower levels to the rear of R2. The
main region of convergence was situated ahead of the leading edge of coldair advection between the 2 and 6 km levels. Upward motions in R2 were
found to be above a height of 2 km.
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Figure 2.4. NWS surface analysis for 1800 UTC on 6 March 1986. Black
areas are composite radar echoes from nine WSR-57
radars. (From Hegg and Hobbs, 1987.)
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Using their model, Hegg et al. (1989) simulated a portion of R2
where the dual-Doppler data and airborne measurements were obtained.

2.7.2 Initialization Fields

The most important initialization field for the model is the airflow
field, which was determined by dual-Doppler radar analysis. The region
used for the dual-Doppler radar analysis had a fairly uniform radar
reflectivity pattern, which was characteristic ofR2.
Figure 2.5 shows a cross-sectional view of the derived storm relative
airflow through the rainband from the dual-Doppler analysis. Contours of
the vertical velocity are superimposed on the vector plot; shaded regions
are updrafts. As mentioned in the synopsis of the mesoscale structure,
upward motions are seen above 2 km. The horizontal flow is mostly frontto-rear motion, but some rear-to-front motion existed at mid-levels.

The temperature and water vapor mixing ratio were initialized
using the Morehead City, NC 1800 UTC March 6 sounding. For the
initialization of the model, horizontal homogeneity of these fields was
assumed.

To initialize the chemical fields, profiles of SOg, S04, N03, NH^,
PAN, HgOg, HNOs, and 03 were used. For SOa, SO^, N03, and NH^, an
exponential profile was utilized: C(z) = C(0)exp(-z/H), where C(z) is the
concentration of the chemical species at height z, C(0) the concentration of
the species at the surface, and H the scale height of the chemical species.
The concentrations at the surface [C(0)] for S02, SO^, and N03 were obtained by extrapolating the concentrations of these species measured from
a sample taken aboard the C131-A aircraft in clear air. The ammonium
concentration at the surface was found by assuming the particles
contained ammonium bisulfate (NH4HS04). Clear air profiles obtained
from measurements taken aboard the UW Convair were used for
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Two-dimensional airflow field derived from dual-Doppler
radar analysis. The contours outline the vertical velocity.
The shaded regions are where the vertical velocity is upwards. (Data from Hegget al., 1989.)
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initialization of PAN, HaOg and HNC>3. Ozone was set to a constant value

of 100 ppbv, which was the average concentration measured in the clear
air and appeared to be fairly constant with height.
Using these initial values for the chemical species, temperature,
water vapor and wind fields, the kinematic model was integrated until an
equilbrium state of the fields was reached.

2.7.3 Microphysical Results

Results from the model simulation of the rainband R2 will be shown
in two ways, first by displaying the two-dimensional fields and second by
showing the average concentrations of the fields versus height. The first
method is useful for displaying the spatial distribution of each field. However, because subgrid processes are not resolved by this model, sharp
gradients in the concentrations of the field occur. These gradients are
probably more gentle in the real atmosphere. The latter method is useful
for comparing model results with observations. Aircraft measurements in
R2 were obtained in the region defined by the model grid as -50 km x
-40 km. Analysis of the radar reflectivity showed that this was the cumuliform area of the band. These measurements included bulk cloud water
samples, bulk chemical filter samples, and continuous collection of chemical gas species. To compare model results of various species with the
measurements, values from the model results were averaged for the
sample domain (-50 km x -40 km). These averaged values and the
observed values are plotted versus height.

^ ^

^ ^

Shown in Fig. 2.6 are the 2-D hydrometeor fields. Cloud base (the
base of the cloud water field) is located at the 2 km level. The cloud water
field reflects the widespread midlevel updraft (shown in Fig. 2.5). The
rain field lies below 3.6 km and most of the surface precipitation occurs
near x = -42 km where the cumuliform feature is located. A substantial
amount of snow is seen above the cloud water field. Very little graupel
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Figure 2.6. Two-dimensional hydrometeor fields that resulted from the
model simulation. The dark shaded region is the cloud
water field, medium shaded region the snow field, and light
shaded region the rain field. Concentrations are in g kg-1.
(Data from Hegg et al., 1989.)
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was predicted by the model, although the data from the aircraft showed
some graupel in the cumuliform region of the rainband (-50 x -35 km).

^ ^

Figure 2.7 shows that the liquid water content calculated by the
model for the sample domain (-50 x < -40 km) agrees very well with observed measurements of liquid water content.

^

2.7.4 Chemistry Results

Shown in Fig. 2.8 2.10 are the two-dimensional fields of particulate sulfate, particulate nitrate, and sulfur dioxide in R2.
The particulate sulfate (qdg) neld (Fig. 2.8) shows a marked depletion near 2 km that is congruent with the cloud water field, which indicates the presence of nucleation scavenging. Higher values of particulate
sulfate occur in the region of the cloud where evaporation of rain and cloud
water occurs.

The particulate nitrate (qjn) field (Fig. 2.9) is very similar to q^g.
There is significant depletion in the cloud and rain regions that is due to
nucleation scavenging. The higher concentrations of qdn at midlevels,
near x = -45 km, are due to the release of the nitrate particles from evaporating cloud water and rain.
The two-dimensional field of sulfur dioxide (Fig. 2.10) shows depletion in the liquid water region of the cloud. This depletion is due to the
absorption of SOg into the water and subsequent oxidation to form sulfate.
The hydrometeor fields containing sulfate are qualitatively similar
to each parent field (see Fig. 2.6). The sulfate concentrations in cloud
water are on the order of 0.5 ng g"l, whereas the concentrations of sulfate
in rain and snow are about 0.1 ng g"l and 0.01 ng g"l, respectively, which
are relatively low compared to the concentrations of sulfate in cloud water.
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Figure 2.7. Liquid water content averaged in the sample domain (-50 < x <
-40 km) versus height. Aircraft measurements are denoted
by dots with a horizontal bar indicating the standard deviation. (Data from Hegg et al., 1989.)
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Figure 2.8. Two-dimensional particulate sulfate field that resulted from
the model simulation. Units are ng g-1. (From Hegg et al.,
1989.)
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Figure 2.9. Two-dimensional particulate nitrate field that resulted from
the model simulation. Units are ng g-1. (From ’H.egg et al.,
1989.)
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Figure 2.10. Two-dimensional sulfur dioxide field that resulted from the
model simulation. Units are ng g-1. (From Hegg et al.,
1989.)
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The hydrometeor fields containing nitrate are similar in appearance
to the sulfate hydrometeor fields, but they have lower concentrations due
to the lower initial concentrations of particulate nitrate and the lack of an
aqueous source of nitrate.
Figures 2.11-2.13 show horizontally-averaged vertical profiles of the
model results in the sample domain (-50 x -40 km) for SC>2, aerosol sul-

^ ^

fate, and aerosol nitrate, respectively. Also shown in these figures are the
initial profile of the species and the aircraft measurements of each species.
The equilibrium SOg profile from the model shows depletion from
its initial concentration profile from the surface to about 4.5 km (Fig. 2.11).
This is a result of SOg absorption into cloud water and rain and subsequent oxidation to form sulfate. The equilibrium SOg profile agrees well
with the observed values of SOg measured by the aircraft up to an altitude

of -2.5 km. At higher altitudes, the model underpredicted the concentration of SC>2 compared to the measurements.
The equilibrium profile of aerosol sulfate shows enhancement of
aerosol sulfate concentrations compared to the initial aerosol sulfate profile (Fig. 2.12). This enhancement is due to the aqueous oxidation ofS(IV)
and, subsequently, to the release of particles from evaporating rain. Compared to the observations, the model overpredicted the concentration of
sulfate below cloud base (= 2 km). In this region, the aerosol sulfate was
enhanced due to the release of sulfate from evaporating rain. Considering
that this overprediction of aerosol sulfate is large (concentrations predicted
by the model are four times greater than that observed), one must question
the parameterization used to simulate the release of particles and gases
from evaporating drops. This parameterization will be investigated in
more detail in Chapter III.

The equilibrium aerosol nitrate profile shows only minor departures
from the initial nitrate profile (Fig. 2.13). Compared to observations, the
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Figure 2.11. Average S02 concentrations versus height. Curve a is the
initial clear air profile, curve b the average SOg concentrations for the sample domain. Aircraft measurements
are noted as dots with a horizontal bar indicating the
standard deviation. (Data from Hegg et al., 1989.)
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Figure 2.12. Average aerosol sulfate concentrations versus height. Curve
a is the initial clear air profile, curve b the average S04
concentrations for the sample domain. Aircraft measurements are noted as dots with a horizontal bar indicating
the standard deviation. (Data from Hegge( al., 1989.)
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Figure 2.13. Average aerosol nitrate concentrations versus height. Curve
a is the initial clear air profile, curve b the average N03
concentrations for the sample domain. Aircraft measurements are noted as dots with a horizontal bar indicating
the standard deviation. (Data from Hegg et al., 1989.)
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model predicted nitrate concentrations reasonably well below 2.5 km, but
underpredicted nitrate at higher altitudes. Explanations for this
discrepancy are discussed in Chapter III.

A very important field for the model to predict is the amount of pollutant deposition. To see how well the model performed, a comparison of
model predicted sulfate at the surface with S07 measured in rain from

R2 collected at the surface is seen in Fig. 2.14. One can see that the
model underpredicted SO^ concentrations on the ground. However, the
prediction of the pH in rain at the surface, which varied between 4.2 and
4.6, agrees well with the measured pH of 4.4.
2.8 Summary

In this chapter we have described the cloud microphysical and
chemical processes simulated by the Hegg et al. (1989) model. The model
is a kinematic diagnostic model that uses a bulk-water parameterization
to obtain equilibrium fields of water vapor, cloud water, rain, snow,
graupel and ice in a rainband. The chemistry scheme describes the
sources and sinks of sulfate, sulfur dioxide, nitrate, nitric acid, PAN,
ammonium and hydrogen peroxide.

The results are described of Hegg et al.’s (1989) application of this
model to a wide cold-frontal rainband that was observed on the east coast
of the United States. The model results agreed reasonably well with
some of the measurements in this rainband, but several significant discrepancies were noted.

In the next chapter several modifications that have been made to
the Hegg et al. model are described, and the results of this modified
model are compared with the results presented above for the March 6,
1986 case study.
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Figure 2.14. Sulfate concentration in rain at the surface. The solid line is
from a measurement taken by a rain collector. The
dashed line is the result from the model simulation.
(From Hegg et al., 1989.)

CHAPTER III

MODIFICATIONS TO THE MODEL

To create a more generalized chemistry scheme, and to improve
some of the existing microphysical and chemical parameterizations that

did not appear to simulate particular processes correctly, modifications
were made to the Hegg et al. (1989) model. These modifications are discussed in detail in this chapter. First, changes and additions to the
microphysical scheme are examined. This is followed by a discussion of
the modifications and additions made to processes that parameterize the
interactions between hydrometeors and aerosol particles. Finally, the
cloud chemistry processes are discussed. To evaluate the effects of these
modifications, the March 6, 1986, GALE case was modeled with the various modifications included and compared with simulations that did not
include the modifications. Inclusion of the modifications in the model generally should improve the prediction of aerosol and gas concentrations
aloft and the chemical composition of the precipitation at the ground.
3.1 Microphysics

Only a few modifications and changes were made to the microphysical scheme. These included altering the computer code that increased the
computational efficiency, changing the representation of graupel size
distributions, adding an ice enhancement process, and replacing the
monodispersed cloud droplets by a cloud droplet size distribution.
3.1.1 Improvements to the Computer Code

Some improvements were made to the computer code that describes
the microphysical scheme. Most of these changes consisted of correcting
values of constants, but, in some cases, such as the evaporation of rain, the
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methodology of the routine was improved. The routines describing the
Bergeron process were removed from the microphysical scheme because it
was determined that they were redundant with the deposition processes.
Two processes were added: the homogeneous freezing of cloud water at
temperatures below -40C, and the freezing of rain to form graupel using
the parameterization described by Lin et al. (1983).

A simulation of the March 6, 1986, GALE case using the improved
microphysics showed only slight changes in the hydrometeor fields compared to the original model ofHegg et al. (1989). For example, as shown in
Fig. 3.1, there was a negligible change in the total liquid water content
averaged over each layer in the domain sampled by the aircraft (x= -50 to
-40 km, where x is the distance from Cape Hatteras and is positive in the
eastward direction). However, the changes did affect the concentrations of
aerosol sulfate, nitrate and ammonium, because these species are dependent upon the evaporation of rain. For example, Figure 3.2 shows the
concentration of aerosol sulfate averaged over each layer in the sample
domain for the Hegg et al. (1989) simulation (curve I) and the simulation
with the improved computer code (curve II). Measurements of cloud interstitial aerosol S04 in the cloud, obtained from the UW aircraft, are also
shown in Fig. 3.2. It can be seen that the results from the simulation with
improved computer code are closer to the measurements than are the
model results of Hegg et al. (1989).
3.1.2 Graupel Size Distribution

To provide a graupel size distribution that can be applied to low
density graupel, high density hail, and various graupel types between
these two extremes, the representation of graupel size distribution in the
model was altered. In the Hegg et al. (1989) model, the graupel size distribution is represented by a Marshall-Palmer distribution:

N(Dg) dDg = Nog exp(-Xg Dg) dDg

(3.1)
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Figure 3.1 Model results for liquid water content for the March 6, 1986,
GALE case. Curve I is the profile from Hegg et al. (1989)
and curve II is the profile obtained using the improved computer code. Both curves are averaged over the domain
sampled by the aircraft (-50 km < x <. -40 km). Airborne
measurements are shown by horizontal bars. Units are g
kg"l. Scalloped lines are cloud top and cloud base.
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Figure 3.2 Model results for vertical distribution of aerosol sulfate averaged over the domain sampled by the aircraft (-50 < x < -40
km) for the March 6, 1986, case. Curve I is the profile from
Hegg et al. (1989), and curve II the profile with the improved computer code simulation. Airborne measurements
of cloud interstitial aerosol S04 in the cloud are shown by
horizontal bars. Scalloped lines indicate the heights of cloud
top and cloud base.
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Since both Nog and Ly are unknown quantities in this single equation, one
of them must be specified (generally Nog. Rutiedge and Hobbs (1984) as-

sumed that the type of graupel that they were modeling was lump graupel
with a maximum diameter of 10"3 m and used a value of 10^ m"4 for Nog
[derived from Houze et al.’s (1979) study of the distribution of precipitation from cyclones in the Pacific Northwest]. Lin et al. (1983) assumed
that graupel was hail with a minimum diameter of 5xl0"3 m, and they
used a value of4xl04 m-4 for Nog [from Federer and Waldvogel’s (1975)

study ofa multicell storm in Switzerland].

To have our model apply to conditions encompassing both these extremes, it is assumed that when the mass-mean diameter of graupel is less
than 10-3 m, Nog is IxlO7 m-4, pg = 300 kg m-3, and the fallspeed of

graupel is expressed as in Rutledge and Hobbs (1984). When the massmean diameter of graupel is greater than 5xl0"3 m. Nog is set to 4xl04
m-4, pg = 900 kg m-3, and the fallspeed is expressed as in Lin et al. (1983).
Between these two mass-mean diameters, Nog is set to 4xl04 m-4, pg increases as linearly with the mass mixing ratio of graupel (qg) from 300 to
900 kg m"3, and the fallspeed (Vg) is calculated similarly to Lin et al.
(1983):

UPg.
Vg = wf ^D P

0’5

DgO-5

(3.2),

where g is the gravitational acceleration, CD the drag coefficient, and wf a
weighting factor that depends on qg.
With this variable representation of graupel size distributions, the
model can be applied to both convective and stratiform clouds. Also, this
method allows the large graupel particles to fall more quickly and, thus,
eliminates the erroneous build-up of graupel obtained with the Hegg et al.
(1989) model.
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3.1.3 Ice Enhancement

In the Hegg et al. (1989) model, the concentration of ice,

n^, is as-

sumed to be given by Fletcher’s curve:
ni = no exp((3(T-To))

(3.3),

where no and P are usually set to 10’2 m-3 and 0.6, respectively, and To is
273.16K. Compared to observations, (3.3) gives ice particle concentrations
that can be orders of magnitude too small, especially in relatively warm
regions (T > 258K; Hobbs and Rangno, 1985). To parameterize this so
called ice enhancement process, a constant source of ice particles was
added that approximates the formation of 5x10^ ice crystals per cubic
meter when 268K < T < 263K and 1x10^ ice crystals per cubic meter when
263K < T 258K (these concentrations were based on ice concentrations
measured by the WP-3D aircraft):

^

4xl0’6

PIENH =---x At

(3.4),

where At is the time step, x is equal to one for temperatures between 263
and 268K and x is equal to five for temperatures between 258 and 263K.
This ice enhancement occurs only when the mass-mean diameter of the
cloud water is 2.2x10"^ m or greater, and snow or graupel exists at the
grid point (Mossop, 1985). This process is a source for ice and a sink for
cloud water.
The effect of including this representation of ice enhancement is to
reduce the amount of cloud water in regions where the temperature is just
below freezing and to increase the amount of cloud ice and subsequently
snow and graupel (due to accretion processes). However, due to the constraints placed on this process, the regions of cloud affected by ice
enhancement are relatively small.
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3.1.4 Cloud Droplet Size Distribution

In previous versions of this mesoscale rainband model, it has been
assumed that the cloud drops are monodispersed. However, cloud water is
not monodispersed, and the chemical composition of cloud water varies
with the size of the drop (e.g. Twohy et al., 1989; Ogren et al., 1989). Although this model cannot model the chemistry of individual drops, it can
parameterize a size distribution for cloud droplets in an effort to account
more accurately for the processes that involve cloud water.

To do this, the Khrgian-Mazin cloud droplet distribution
(Pruppacher and Klett, 1978) has been utilized:

N(rc) drc = A re2 exp(-Brc) drc

(3.5),

where N(rc) is the number concentration of cloud droplets (nr3) with radii
between TQ and rg+drc, and A and B are parameters denned by:

A=

Nd B3

-^[80 Nd113
B=

(3.6)

TI

qcw P

(3.7),

where N^ is the total concentration of cloud droplets, qcw tne mass mixing
ratio of cloud water, and p the density of air. To determine A and B, the
total concentration of cloud drops is assumed. This concentration can be
assigned from measurements or from characteristic values for the type of
rainband being modeled. Currently, N^ is set to 335 cm"3. By using the
new nucleation scavenging algorithm (see

Sec. 3.2.2), the total concentra-

tion of cloud drops may also be calculated.

The size distribution (3.5) is used in parameterizations that depend
upon the size of the cloud droplet (e.g. diffusion of aerosol particles
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through Brownian motion, absorption of N305 and N03 into cloud water
(see section 3.3.2), and the processes describing the accretion of cloud water by rain, snow and graupel.
3.2 Hydrometeor-Aerosol Interactions

Modifications that were made to processes that affect the aerosol
particles in the model are described here. These processes are the release
of particles from evaporating drops and nucleation scavenging of particles
by condensation.
3.2.1 Release of Particles from Evaporating Drops

Although the new computer code improved the agreement between
the observed and modeled aerosol sulfate concentrations, the model still
overpredicts aerosol sulfate below 2.4 km (Fig. 3.2). Since rain is the
primary hydrometeor in this region, one possible reason for this overprediction is that the parameterization of the release of sulfate from
evaporating rain drops is not well represented in the earlier model. The
rate of release of aerosol sulfate from evaporating rain was calculated by
Rutiedge et al. (1986) as:
Qor

PEVPR =

^T

(PREVP)

(3.8),

where qgr ls ^e niass of sulfate in rain per kg air and q^ the mass mixing
ratio of rain. This method does not account for the fact that the sulfate in
a drop will not transfer to the air until the drop has completely evaporated. Chaumerliac et al. (1987) use an evaporation parameterization,
which is similar to that proposed by Berry and Reinhardt (1973), that
favors the evaporation of small drops; thus the release of particles from
small drops is favored. In the present model, an efficiency factor was included in (3.8). This factor was determined by calculating the fraction of
the mass of rain contained in drops that would completely evaporate. This
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was determined by finding the size drop, rgr, that will completely evapo-

rate in a time step:

where S is the saturation ratio. At the time step, and F^ and F^ are parameters based on temperature and pressure. These parameters are given
by (Rogers and Yau, 1989):

^

Lc

Ln pi

-y

Fd =

^10)

^ KaT

(R^r

R* T

(3.1D.

"sw

where Lg is the latent heat of condensation, Ry the gas constant for water
vapor, pi the density of water, K^ the thermal conductivity of air, the diffusivity of water vapor in air, R* the universal gas constant, and egw
saturated vapor pressure for water. Thus, the efficiency factor (Epi.) is de-

termined by:

^ ^

---fcr

jg p

pr =

^
jg
^

nO^ drc

(3.12)

00

p

n^ drc

0

and the rate of release of aerosols from evaporating rain is:

PEVPR = pr

Qcr

(PREVP)

(3.13).
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This new parameterization applies not only to the release of sulfate from
evaporating rain, but also to the release of sulfate from evaporating cloud
water and to the release of nitrate and ammonium from evaporating rain
and cloud water.
With this modified parameterization of PEVPR included, the aerosol
sulfate concentrations in the sample domain (curve II in Fig. 3.3) were

markedly closer to the measurements of aerosol S04 interstitial within the
cloud than the concentrations obtained from the simulation with the improved computer code discussed in section 3.1.1, that included the old
formulation of PEVPR (curve I).
3.2.2 Nucleation Scavenging

Another algorithm in the model that represents nucleation scavenging also was modified. In the Rutledge et al. (1986) model this process was
represented by allowing a portion of the aerosol sulfate (qds) to transfer to

cloud water when the supersaturation exceeded 0.04%:
Olds

PNSCAV = eAt

(3.14)

The new formulation of nucleation scavenging initializes the model with a
CCN activation spectrum that consists of 75 distinct categories. This
spectrum is based on the activation supersaturation, 83, given by:

Np = Ca Sa^

(3.15)

where, Ca and ka are parameters that vary depending on the type of cloud
being modeled. For the present studies, ka is set to 0.6. The term Ca is

set so that the sum of the mass of sulfate times the number of particles in
each category equals the initial aerosol sulfate concentration. That is,
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Figure 3.3 Model results for the vertical distribution of aerosol sulfate averaged over the domain sampled by the aircraft (-50 < x <
-40 km) for the March 6, 1986, case. Curve I is the profile
with the improved computer code, and curve II the profile
from the simulation using the modified process of releasing
particles from evaporating drops as discussed in the text.

Airborne measurements of cloud interstitial aerosol S04 in
the cloud are shown by horizontal bars. Scalloped lines indicate the heights of cloud top and cloud base.
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"cat

^ S "^er^) "p^

qds(t=0) p

(3.16).

i=l

where q^g is the bulk aerosol sulfate mass mixing ratio, n^at the number
categories in the CCN spectrum, maer(1) tne mass of sulfate in category i,
and np(i) the number of particles in category i. For the March 6, 1986,

GALE case, Ca was set to 632 cm-3.
The constants in the CCN activation spectrum (Eq. 3.15) may have
a variety of values depending upon the conditions. For example, in a continental setting, ka may range from 0.2 to 2.0 and 3 from 300 to 3000
cm-3. In a maritime setting, ka may range from 0.3 to 1.0 and Ca from 30
to 300 cm-3 (Rogers and Yau, 1989). For the March 6, 1986 model simulation, decreasing ka from 0.6 to 0.3 resulted in a 9% increase in interstitial
aerosol sulfate concentrations and a 19% increase in interstitial aerosol
nitrate concentrations. By increasing ka from 0.6 to 1.0, a 11% decrease in
interstitial aerosol sulfate concentrations and a 29% decrease in interstitial aerosol nitrate concentrations occurred. By decreasing Ca from 632 to

300 cm"3, the interstitial sulfate and nitrate concentrations decreased by
less than 5%. The interstitial sulfate and nitrate concentrations increased
by 5% or less when Ca was increased from 632 to 1000 cm"3. The noninterstitial (above and below cloud) aerosol concentrations changed by less
than 10% for these sensitivity tests.

Once condensation begins, a maximum supersaturation for a given
point and time step is determined by (Twomey, 1959):

Lp g

a

Lp- qaw

^ ^i^ K^ R^ T? ^

^

where Cp is the heat capacity of air, R^ the gas constant for dry air, qg^y
the saturation mixing ratio for water vapor, and w the vertical air velocity.
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From (3.16), the number of categories in the CCN spectrum that will activate (nacf) is given by:

nact = INT(5000 S^ax) 1

(3-18).

where INT is a function that truncates the quantity in parentheses to an
integer. Equation (3.18) is based on the range of sizes of the particles in
each category of the initial activation spectrum. This method of determining the amount of nucleation scavenging is similar to that outlined by
Chaumerliac et al. (1987). The rate of nucleation scavenging can be
determined as:

"act
PNSCAV =

^

maerd) "pd) At-1

(3.19),

^"last
where niast ls ^e ^ast category activated in the previous time step. This
new method of modeling nucleation scavenging is applied to S04, N0
and

NHf.
A simulation that incorporated this new nucleation scavenging rou-

tine, the improved computer code (Sec. 3.1.1), and the modified algorithm
that describes the release of particles from evaporating drops (Sec. 3.2.1)
was performed. Compared to the concentrations predicted by the simulation with the modified release of particles from evaporating drops process
(curve I in Fig. 3.4), the results for this simulation showed a further decrease of aerosol sulfate concentrations below cloud base, a substantial
increase of aerosol sulfate near the bottom of the cloud, and a moderate
increase in aerosol sulfate concentrations in the middle to upper regions of
the cloud (curve II in Fig. 3.4). However, the aerosol sulfate concentrations produced by this modified simulation were greater than the cloud
interstitial aerosol sulfate concentrations measured by the aircraft.
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Figure 3.4 Model results for the vertical distribution of aerosol sulfate averaged over the domain sampled by the aircraft (-50 < x <
-40 km) for the March 6, 1986, case. Curve I is the profile
from the simulation with the improved computer code and
the modified routine that describes the release of particles
from evaporating drops, and curve II the profile from the
simulation using the modified nucleation scavenging routine
in addition to the improved computer code and release of
particles from evaporating drops routines that are included
in the simulation represented by curve I. Airborne mea-

surements of cloud interstitial aerosol 804 in the cloud are
shown by horizontal bars. Scalloped lines indicate the
heights of cloud top and cloud base.
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3.3 Chemistry

The chemistry section of the model was changed to include a more
generalized chemistry scheme. These changes included additions and
modifications to the sulfur chemistry, additions to the nitrogen chemistry,
and the production of formate. Table 3.1 lists all the chemical reactions
that are now included in the model.
3.3.1 Sulfur chemistry

(a) Aqueous Sulfur IV Oxidation

The parameterization of the aqueous phase oxidation of sulfur IV
(= HoS03 + HSC>3 + SO^) was modified. The parameterization described

by Rutledge et al. (1986) accounts for oxidation by ozone and by hydrogen
peroxide. The rate for the reaction with 03 was based on field measurements by Hegg and Hobbs (1982):

qS02 ^w

1ft
f 67781
R = 5.37xl0-16 exp--1 T J ----a[H-T-9

with an implicit

(3.19)*

In this equation, qg02 ls
the mass of cloud water per kg air, and

03 concentration of 50 ppbv.

the mass of S02 per kg air,

q^

[H’1’]

the molar concentration of the hydrogen ion in water. The rate of
oxidation by HgOg was from Penkett et al. (1979):

R

f 24101
expl2^
^

where q^cw ls

^

^02 ^cw

^o.27

(3W *

mass ofHaOa in cloud water per kg air.

* The rates described by equations 3.19 and 3.20 incorporate the solubility
effects ofS02, 03, and HgOa in addition to the rate of reaction.
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TABLE 3.1. Chemical Reactions Included in the Model
Rate coefficient (k or j) or

Reaction

Equilibrium constant (K)^(a)

Gas Phase

->N02 + 02

(1)

N0 + 03

(2)
(3)

NOg + hv -> NO + 0(3?)

(4)

(11)

N02 + 03 -> N03 + 02
N03 +hv ->N02 +0(3p)
N02 + N03 + M <-> N205 + M
N305 + HyCXv) -> 2HN03
N02 + N03 -> NO + NOg + Oa
NO + N03 -> NOa + NOg
N305 +hv ->N02+N03
(CH3)2S + N03 -> biSOg +(l-bi)CH3HS03

(12)

+ products
(CH3)2S + OH ->

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Reference^

N02 + OH + M -> HN03 + M

biSOg + (l-bi)CH3HS03

k=1.8xlO-12exp(-1370/D
j=2.5xl0-3

JPL
TC

k^.sxio-^cr/soo)-3-2
k=2.4xlO-ll(T/300)-l3

JPL3

k=1.2xlO-13exp(-2450/T)

JPL
TC

j=0.11

K=1.52xlO-27exp(11153/T)
k $ 2x10-21
k=2.3xlO-13exp(-1000/D
k=1.3xlO-llexp(250/T)
j=7.9xl0-6
k=5.4xl0-13

JPL
JPL
Ham
JPL
TC

k=6.1xlO-12exp(134/T)

Atk

Win

+ products

(b)Soluhilitx

(15) HCOOH(g) <"-> HCOOH(aq)
(16) 03(g) <-> 03(aq)
(17) HaOgCg) <-> H202(aq)
(18) HCHO(g) <-> H2C(OH)2

I^^xlO^expO^O/T)
K=6.46xlO-5exp(4085/D
K=1.83xlO-5exp(5700/D
K=2.13x 10-6exp(2560/D
K=1.67xlO-5exp(6621/D
K=3.03xlO-6exp(6425/D

NBS
NBS
Wea
NBS

(19) PAN(g) <-> PAN(aq)

K=5

Hoi

(13)
(14)

SO^g) <-> S02(aq)
NH3(g) <-> NH3(aq)

(c)

(20)

(21)

N205 + H^CXY) -> 2HN03
N03 + H20(l)-> HN03 +OH

LK
NBS

Heterogeneous Reactions

k=10-6 10
k=10-6 10

HT
HT
(Continued)
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued)
Rate coefficient (k or j) or

Reaction

Equilibrium constant

Reference2

(K)^-___________

fd) Dissociation

(23)
(24)
(25)

H2S03 <-> H-1- + HSOg
HS03 <-> H-*-+ SO^
H20 <-> H+ + OH-

(26) HCOOH <-> H-1- + HCOOfe)

K= 1.82x 10-5exp( 1964/T)

Maa

K=5.27xlO-loexp(1432/T)
K=5.78xlO-5exp(-6706/T)
Ifc^SxIO^expMSl/T)

Maa
SM
SM2

Aqueous Phase

(27) CH2(OH)2 + OH + 02 "-> HCOOH + H02
(28) HCOOH + OH + 02 "-> C02 + H02 + H20

k=3.17xl011exp(-1510/D
k=3.17xl010exp(-1510/T)
k=3.97xl011exp(-1510/T)
k=6.25xlol4exp(-475Vr)
k=4.28xlol3exp(-5533/T)
k=7.44xlol6exp(-5280/T)
k^.SlxlO^expClSlO^D
k=8.72xlollexp(-1510/T)

AN
AN
AN

C02 + OH- + H20
HC
(30) HS03 + H202 -> SO; + H-- + H20
Hof
(31) SOg + 03 -> SO; + products
Hof
(32) HSO^ + 03 -> SO; + H+ + 02
HC
(33) HS03 +OH ->S03+H20
HC
(34) S03 + OH ->S03+OHMH
(35) S(IV) + 02 + Fe34- -> S(VI) + Fe^ + products k=6_____________
^Units are for gas phase: molecules cm-3 s’^- for bimolecular reactions, molecules" cm’0
s’^- for termolecular reactions; for solubility: M atm’^-; for heterogeneous reactions: s’1;
for dissociation: M; for aqueous phase: M s’^2References are JPL: Jet Propulsion Laboratory (1985); TC: Thompson and Cicerone
(29) HCOO- + OH + 02 ->

(1982); Ham: Hampson (1980); Win: Winer et al. (1984); Atk: Atldnson et al. (1984);
NBS: National Bureau of Standards (1965) Wea: Weast (1982); LK: Lind and Kok
(1986); Hoi: Holdren et al. (1984); HT: Heikes and Thompson (1983); Maa: Maahs
(1982); SW: Schwartz and White (1981); SM: Smith and Martell (1976); SM2: Sillen
and Martell (1964); AN: Anbar and Neta (1967); HC: Hoffmann and Calvert (1985);
Hof: Hoffmann (1986); MH: Martin and Hill (1987).

Sk^O^ol1^1 + ko[M]/k^), where P=(1 + logio(ko[Ml/k^))2)-1.
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Based on recent assessments of the oxidation of S(IV) by 03 (Hegg
and Hobbs, 1987a) and the oxidation of S(IV) by HgOa (Hofflnann and
Calvert, 1985), these two rates were changed to those recommended by
Hoffinann (1986) for 03 and by Hoffinann and Calvert (1985) for HgOa.
They are reactions 30-32 in Table 3.1, namely:

R = (k3i ai + k32 a2)[03][S(IV)]

(3.21)

and,

[HaOg] [HS03J [H+]
^30
1 13 [H^]

.

^

for oxidation by 03 and H202, respectively. For these rates, k3i, k32 and
k3o are the rate constants for reactions 31, 32 and 30, respectively (this
nomenclature will be used throughout the text when denoting the rate
constant of a certain reaction), ai the fraction of S(IV) that is HSO^, a2
the fraction of S(IV) that is SOJ, [03] the molar concentration of ozone in
water, [S(IV)j the molar concentration of sulfur IV in water, [H202] the

molar concentration of hydrogen peroxide in water, and
concentration ofbisulfite ion in water.

[HSO^] the molar

To represent more completely S(IV) oxidation, oxidation by hydroxyl
and a ferric-catalyzed aerobic oxidation reaction were added to the parameterization. As recommended by Hoffinann and Calvert (1985), the
rate used for the oxidation by OH is:

R = (k33 ai + k34 a2)[OH][S(IV)]

(3.23)

where, ai, a2, and [S(IV)] are defined as before and [OH] is the molar concentration of hydroxyl in water. The concentration of aqueous OH was set
to 10" I4 M, which is less than that recommended by Jacob (1986) or McEl-
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roy (1986), but is reasonable considering the winter season and afternoon
observation of the March 6 rainband.

The rate for the catalyzed aerobic oxidation was determined by
Martin and Hill (1987) as:

fFe^HSOV)]
[H+]

^’U

^

where, I is the ionic strength of the drop, which is given by:

I=

J([NHf] + 4[S04 ] + [H+])

(3.25).

In these equations, [Fe+3] is the concentration of ferric ion in water (set to

4xlO-7M for this case; based on Cahill,
tion of ammonium in water, and

1988),

[NH4] the molar concentra-

[804] the molar concentration of sulfate

in water.

To test the overall effects on the model due to the modifications to
the S(IV) oxidation scheme, a model simulation containing the new rates
for oxidation by 03 and HgOg and oxidation by OH and ferric-catalyzed
oxygen was performed. This simulation included the improved computer
code discussed in section 3.1.1, but it did not include the modified processes described in section 3.2. To leam how this new oxidation scheme
affects aerosol sulfate and sulfur dioxide concentrations, this simulation
was compared to the model simulation using the improved computer code
but the old S(IV) oxidation scheme. Aerosol sulfate concentrations in the
sample domain resulting from the new oxidation scheme (curve II in Fig.
3.5a) were much greater than those obtained using the improved computer
code and the old oxidation scheme (curve I) and the measurements of cloud
interstitial aerosol S04 in the cloud. The majority of this increase is due
to the iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation of S(IV). This suggests that the
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Figure 3.5 Model results for the vertical distribution of (a) aerosol sulfate
and (b) sulfur dioxide averaged over the domain sampled by
the aircraft (-50 < x < -40 km) for the March 6, 1986, case.
Curve I is the profile with the improved computer code, and
curve II the profile from the simulation with S(IV) oxidation
by 03 and HgOg, with rates recommended by Hoffmann
(1986) and Hoffmann and Calvert (1985), and S(IV) oxidation by OH and catalyzed Fe^+, in addition to the improved
computer code. Airborne measurements of cloud interstitial
(a) S04, and (b) SOg in the cloud are shown by horizontal
bars. Scalloped lines indicate the heights of cloud top and

cloud base.
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concentration of Fe^+ assumed in the model may be too large. On the
other hand, with the new oxidation scheme the sulfur dioxide concentrations (curve II in Fig. 3.5b) were decreased substantially compared to those
obtained with the improved computer code but old oxidation scheme (curve

I).

(b) DMS Oxidation

To provide the model with a more generalized chemistry scheme
that can be applied to moderately polluted and clean background air, the
oxidation of dimethyl sulfide (DMS) was added to the sulfur chemistry.
Several investigators (e.g. Lovelock et al., 1972) have suggested that DMS
is an important precursor of

SOg, and therefore of aerosol sulfate,

in

marine air.

DMS oxidation to SOg may be simulated by reactions 11 and 12 in
Table 3.1. These reactions were included in the sulfur chemistry parameterization, using initial profiles of DMS, OH and N03 representative of
wintertime concentrations over the Western Atlantic Ocean, for the March
6, 1986, GALE case. Because of the presence of cloud, the absorption of
SOg and the subsequent oxidation of S(IV) control the concentration of
SOg more than the production of SOg by DMS oxidation. Hence, the
results for this case show negligible change in SOg concentrations averaged over the sample domain compared to SOg concentrations resulting
from the simulation with the improved computer code. Also, the time scale
for DMS oxidation is generally too long to produce much SOg over the
typical lifetime of a rainband. However, for a clear air simulation, the
DMS oxidation should play a greater role in controlling the SOg concentration. Furthermore, the incorporation of DMS in the model should be
useful for studies of the chemistry of clouds in marine air.
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3.3.2 Nitrogen Chemistry

In an attempt to improve the underpredicted nitrate concentrations
that were discussed in Chapter II, a parameterization of odd nitrogen
chemistry in the gas phase was added to the model to simulate nitrate
production in cloud water (reactions 1-11 and 20 and 21 in Table 3.1). The
gas chemistry is initialized with a clear air value of NOx (= NOg + NO)

that was measured on the C-131A research aircraft. An exponential decay
profile is obtained using a 2 km scale height (Kley et al., 1981). By assuming a photochemical steady state between NOg photodissociation and N02
production from reaction 1 in Table 3.1 (Stedman and Jackson, 1974):

^

J2 [N02]
^ ki CNOHOs]

^26))

the N02 and NO concentrations can be determined from NOx and 03 concentrations. Assuming equilibrium between reactions 4-11, 20, and 21 in
Table 3.1, N03 and N305 are determined using:

[N03] =

k4 [N02] [03]
j5+K6[N02](k7[H20]+k20+Jlo)+k21+k9[NO]+k8[N02]+kn[DMS]
(3.27)

and

[N205] KQ [N02] [N03]

(3.28).

These last two equations are used both for initializing N03 and N205 and
for determining their values for nitrate production in the interstitial part
of the cloud. The rates of reactions 20 and 21 in Table 3.1 are determined
by gas-to-particle diffusion (Heikes and Thompson, 1983). Following
Heikes and Thompson (1983), who used Fuchs and Sutugin’s (1970) modi-
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fication of the Maxwell diffusion equation, the rate constant may be
expressed as:

r!

kp =

J’4

7c

Dv Ffs V n(r) dr

(3.29),

fO

where "r" is the particle radius, Dy the diffusion coefficient of N305 or
N03 in air, V the ventilation factor (V=l+36.8r+3012r2; Harding, 1977),
and Ffg a factor developed by Fuchs and Sutugin to span the transition
region between free molecular diffusion and continuous diffusion. This
factor is expressed as:

^ ^ ^ ^o^"

---i(T^-

(330)

where Kn is the Knudson number and (Xc, which is set to 0.01 (Chameides,
1986), is the sticking coefficient of nitrogen oxides impinging on the cloud
droplets. If the value of a^ is increased to 0.1, aerosol nitrate concentrations below cloud are increased by 6% and interstitial nitrate
concentrations change negligibly. Chameides and Davis (1982) set Xfg to
0.7 for cloud droplets, although more correctly this coefficient should be
expressed as ^.fg = ((4/3)Kn + 0.71)/(Kn+l) (Fuchs and Sutugin, 1970) for
particles less than lxl0"6 m in radius. The latter expression for Xfg is the

method that is employed in the current model.
Using the above equations, the rates of production of nitric acid in
cloud water are calculated as:
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d[HN03]

--^--

= 4 TC r Dv,N205 ^s V Nd (qNgOs

qncw

KHN 0

and,

d[HN03]
dt

= 4 7t r

^.N03 ^s v

^

^

(3’31)

q^cw

(<1N03

KHNO

Kl^ ^^

where r is the mass-mean radius of the drops, N(I the total number of
drops at the grid point, KH the effective Henry’s law coefficient for N305
or N03, and R? the universal gas constant. Gas phase production of nitric
acid is also included in this scheme (reaction 3 in Table 3.1).
Figure 3.6 shows the results for aerosol nitrate for the simulation
using the improved computer code as discussed in section 3.1.1 (curve I),
and the simulation with the nitrate production scheme and improved computer code (curve II). The new scheme (curve II) increases the aerosol
nitrate by only a small amount compared to the simulation with only the
improved computer code (curve I). Also, the aerosol nitrate concentrations
represented by curve II still underpredict the measured concentrations of
aerosol nitrate in the cloud.

There are three likely explanations for the discrepancy between the
model results and the observed particulate nitrate concentration. The first
is that gas-phase production of HN03 may need to be parameterized in
more detail, incorporating more source reactions of HN03. Including this
chemistry would allow more HN03 to be scavenged and, when the drops
evaporate, more particulate nitrate would be produced. The second possibility is that the initial profile of particulate nitrate (curve a in Fig. 2.13)
that was used is incorrect due to an incorrect scale height. The initial
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Model results for the vertical distribution of aerosol nitrate
averaged over the domain sampled by the aircraft (-50 < x <
-40 km) for the March 6, 1986, case. Curve I is the profile
with the improved computer code, and curve II the profile
from the simulation with nitrate production and improved
computer code. Airborne measurements of cloud interstitial
N0 in the cloud are shown by horizontal bars. Scalloped
lines indicate the heights of cloud top and cloud base.
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profile is found by using a clear air concentration measured at cloud base
and applying an exponential decay profile to it using a scale height of 2
km. If this scale height were greater, the initial profile would have larger
concentrations at higher altitudes, thus allowing the predicted aerosol
nitrate concentrations to be greater. Furthermore, the initial aerosol
nitrate concentration profile may not be exponential. The third possibility
is that the measurements aloft are incorrect or unrepresentative of this
precipitation system. However, the concentrations of nitrate measured on
6 March 1986 were not much different from those measured at other times
during GALE (Hegg and Hobbs, 1987b).
3.3.3 Formic Acid Chemistry

To provide a more general chemistry scheme for application to background and moderately polluted scenarios, the formation of aqueous formic
acid has been included in the chemistry scheme. Chameides (1984)
showed that while the acidity of cloud water is highly dependent on its sulfate concentration, nitrate and formate also contribute significantly to the
hydrogen ion concentration. Using a model to simulate the chemistry in a
remote marine stratiform cloud, Chameides found that after about 15
minutes formate may contribute as much to the hydrogen ion concentration as nitrate. After about an hour, the aqueous formic acid chemistry
reached a photostationary state where the production of HCOOH (aq) via
oxidation of hydrated formaldehyde was balanced by the destruction of
HCOOH (aq) by OH oxidation. However, Jacob (1986) pointed out that
this is possible only above a pH of 3.5. Jacob argued that even at a pH of
3.5, a photostationary state would take about 8 hours to achieve. His calculations showed that this steady state would occur more rapidly at pH>5,
and that below a pH of 5 volatization of HCOOH (aq) is the dominant
destructive process for HCOO’. He concluded that the maximum HCOO"
concentration would occur at pH=5.

The aqueous formic acid formation that is now included in the
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model follows Jacob (1986) and is described by reactions 15, 18, and 26-29
in Table 3.1. Gaseous formaldehyde absorbs into the aqueous phase following Henry’s law equilibrium (reaction 18 in Table 3.1). It immediately
rearranges its structure from HCHO-HaO to CH2(OH)2, which reacts with
OH and Og in subsequent steps (reaction 27 in Table 3.1 although this is
a multistep process, oxidation by OH is the rate limiting step) to form
formic acid. The fate of aqueous formic add is threefold: it can volatize to
form gaseous formic acid (reaction 15), it can dissociate to form HCOO"
(reaction 26), or it and HCOO’ can oxidize to form COg (reactions 28 &

29).

Because the formation of formic acid interacts very little with the
other aqueous chemistry, it is difficult to show the effect that this chemistry has on model simulations. One field that is affected is the pH. A
simulation of the March 6, 1986 case that incorporated formic acid production showed that the pH of precipitation at the ground near the
precipitation maximum was decreased only minimally (less than 0.1 pH
decrease). This decrease is small because this case is rather polluted.
3.4 Simulation of the March 6, 1986, GALE Case with the Fully
Model

Modified

The sulfate and nitrate processes that are now included in the
microphysics-chemistry rainband model are shown schematically in Figs.
3.7 and 3.8, respectively. The effect of these modifications on key species
is shown in Fig. 3.9, which shows the concentrations of aerosol sulfate
(Fig. 3.9a), aerosol nitrate (Fig. 3.9b), and sulfur dioxide (Fig. 3.9c)
averaged over each layer in the sample domain for the Hegg et al. (1989)
simulation (curve I) and the simulation with all the modifications
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Evaporation

Figure 3.7 Schematic depicting the sulfate processes that have been added
or modified to the sulfate chemistry scheme.
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Evaporation

Figure 3.8 Schematic depicting the nitrate processes that have been added
or modified to the nitrate chemistry scheme.
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Figure 3.9 Model results for vertical distribution of (a) aerosol sulfate, (b)
aerosol nitrate and (c) sulfur dioxide averaged over the domain sampled by the aircraft (-50 < x < -40 km) for the
March 6, 1986, case. Curve I is the profile obtained by
Hegg et al. (1989) and curve II the profile from the simulation with all the modifications discussed in this chapter included. Airborne measurements of cloud interstitial (a)

S04, (b) N03 and (c) SOg are shown by the horizontal bars.
Scalloped lines indicate the heights of cloud top and cloud
base.
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discussed in this chapter included (curve II) As a result of these modifications, the model predicted aerosol sulfate concentrations were decreased
substantially, especially below cloud base (Fig. 3.9a). Cloud interstitial
SO^ concentrations agree well with the observations. However, the

aerosol nitrate concentrations also decreased (Fig. 3.9b) and the additional
nitrate chemistry did not account for the relatively high nitrate concentrations that were measured in the cloud. Sulfur dioxide concentrations
were not altered significantly as a result of the modifications discussed
above (Fig. 3.9c). This suggests that the aerosol sulfate improvements are
mostly due to a better representation of the hydrometeor-aerosol
interactions.

The model’s prediction of the sulfate deposition rate on the ground
by the simulation that included all the modifications (curve II in Fig. 3.10)
was greater than that obtained by Hegg et al. (1989) (curve I in Fig. 3.10),
but was closer to the calculated sulfate deposition rate that was determined from the measured sulfate concentration and precipitation rate
(horizontal line. Fig. 3.10). The prediction of acidity of the cloud water and
rain by the revised model increased compared to that predicted by Hegg et
al. (1989). The pH at the maximum precipitation rate was 4.0, which is
much less than the measured pH (4.4) and the 4.5 pH obtained by Hegg et
al. (1989). This increased acidity is due to rain drops becoming more concentrated with sulfate during evaporation. However, the low pH predicted
by the model may also be due to the lack of alkaline species, that originate
from soil particles and would be used in the charge balance to determine
the hydrogen ion concentration by the model.

* For the simulation that included all the modifications, the concentration
of aqueous Fe^+ was 7xl0’8 M at the surface and decreased exponentially
with altitude.
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Figure 3.10 Model predictions of the sulfate deposition rate across the
domain of the rainband for the March 6, 1986, case.
Curve I is the rates predicted by Hegg et al. (1989), and
curve II the rates predicted by the simulation with all the
modifications included discussed in this chapter. The sulfate deposition rate, obtained from the measured sulfate
concentration in rain and the precipitation rate, is represented by the horizontal line (from Hegge( al., 1989).
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3.5 Summary

In an attempt to improve the simulation of cloud physical and
chemical processes, and to have a more generalized chemistry scheme, the
Hegg et al. (1989) cloud physics-chemistry model for a rainband was modified. These modifications included using a more generalized graupel size
distribution, an ice enhancement process, and a cloud droplet size distribution. Alterations were also made to the parameterizations of the release
of aerosol particles from evaporating drops, nucleation scavenging, and the
aqueous sulfur IV oxidation scheme. The oxidation of DMS to form S02,
reactions representing gas-phase nitrogen chemistry, and the production
of formate were added to the model.

For the March 6, 1986 case study, the aerosol sulfate concentrations
predicted by the modified model showed generally better agreement with
the measured concentrations than did the original model. However, the
sulfur dioxide concentrations predicted by the modified model were not
significantly different from the original model, suggesting that the hydrometeor-aerosol processes, rather than the sulfur IV oxidation scheme,
contributed most of the improvement to the aerosol sulfate concentrations.
As a consequence of the changes to the model, the prediction of sulfate
deposition at the ground for the March 6, 1986 case was significantly improved. However, compared with the observed concentrations, the aerosol
nitrate concentrations predicted by the revised model were worse than
those predicted by the original model. Possible explanations for the
poorly-predicted nitrate concentrations include the incomplete algorithm
for describing gaseous HNC>3 production, incorrect aerosol nitrate concentrations for initialization of the model, and incorrect or unrepresentative
aerosol nitrate measurements.

Overall, the revised cloud physics-chemistry model simulated the
sulfate chemistry and the sulfate deposition rate rather well for the March
6, 1986 case study. However, it did not do well in simulating the nitrate
chemistry.
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The modifications were made to the model because of
discrepancies found between chemical concentrations predicted by the
previous model and those observed (Hegg et al., 1989). However, we do
not feel that the model was modified so that it was "tuned" to predict the
chemical concentrations observed for the March 6, 1986 case, because the
modifications were based on the physics of cloud particles and the
chemistry of cloud drops and clear air derived from the literature.

CHAPTER IV

APPLICATION OF THE MODIFIED MODEL TO THE
JANUARY 26-27, 1986 GALE CASE
To achieve the objective of simulating consecutive rainbands in
an extratropical cyclone, the modified Hegg et al. (1989) model has
been applied to a cyclone that passed through the GALE observing area
on 26 and 27 January 1986. Associated with the cold front of this cyclone was a narrow cold-frontal rainband and several wide cold-frontal
rainbands. In this chapter the meteorological scenario associated with
these rainbands is presented. The input fields for the model runs are
then described. Results from two model simulations, one for the narrow cold-frontal rainband and the other for one of the wide cold-frontal
rainbands, are described. The chapter concludes with a summary of
the main results from this case study.
4.1 Meteorological Scenario

The rainbands that were modeled were associated with a strong
cold front that passed over Cape Hatteras, North Carolina on between
1800 UTC and 0600 UTC 26-27 January 1986 (Hegg et al., 1990). At
2100 UTC 26 January the surface cold front had reached the Cape
Hatteras region. As the front moved over the warm waters of the Gulf
Stream, strong convective cells grew along the leading edge of the front.
By 0000 UTC 27 January, the surface cold front was well offshore, but
some stratiform bands of precipitation were still present behind the
front in the Hatteras region.

Analysis of the radar reflectivity patterns from the National
Weather Service (NWS) radars reveals the spatial relationship of the
several rainbands that were associated with this cold front (Fig. 4.1).
At the leading edge of the front there was a narrow cold-frontal rain-
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Figure 4.1. Radar reflectivity display (from NWS radar at Cape Hatteras)
at 0007 UTC on 27 January 1986. The stippled areas
ranging from lightly stippled to darkly stippled correspond
to 12, 24, 32 and 36 dBZ, respectively. NCFR indicates the
narrow cold-frontal rainband, WCFR 1 the wide coldfrontal rainband that was modeled; WCFR 2 is a second
wide cold-frontal rainband not modeled here.
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band (marked NCFR in Fig. 4.1), which contained several convective
cells. Several wide cold-frontal rainbands (WCFR), of which two are
shown in Fig. 4.1 (marked WCFR 1 and 2), followed in the cold airmass. A detailed discussion of the structure and evolution of these
rainbands has been given by Martin et al. (1991).

Dual-Doppler radar data were used to study the convective
structure of the NCFR at 2220 UTC on 26 January. Figure 4.2 is an
illustration of the flow of the air relative to the storm movement; radar
reflectivities are superimposed. At low levels, the air flowed from the
north and converged just to the south of the cell in the NCFR. Associated with this convergence was a strong updraft, which was supported
by an influx of air from the south at midlevels (3-5 km). The air diverged at upper levels and part of it flowed across and descended on
the farside of the convective cell.
The NCFR was immediately followed by WCFR 2, which was followed by WCFR 1 (Fig. 4.1). Because dual-Doppler data of the airflow
of WCFR 2 were not taken, and because the airflow associated with
WCFR 1 is typical of a wide cold-frontal rainband [Hobbs, 1978], the
airflow associated with WCFR 1 was used as a surrogate for the airflow
in WCFR 2. The airflow associated with WCFR 1 was analyzed at
0042 UTC 27 January 1986 when it passed through the dual-Doppler
region. The cross-sectional view of the airflow relative to this rainband
(Fig. 4.3) shows lifting associated with the front at ~4 km, front-to-rear
flow above the front, and rear-to-front flow below the front. The radar
reflectivity shows higher values associated with the frontal lifting and
a more stratiform region behind this region.
Examination of the airflow associated with these rainbands
shows that the air that exited the convective cells in the NCFR at upper levels proceeded to flow, relative to the storm movement, toward
and into the WCFR that followed the NCFR. This air entered WCFR 1
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Figure 4.3. Storm relative airflow across the width of wide cold-frontal
rainband 1. Radar reflectivities (in dBZ) are superimposed.
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at and above 4 km. This interaction between the narrow and wide coldfrontal rainbands is similar to that described previously (Hobbs, 1978;
Matejka et aL, 1980). Such interactions form the basis for this study,
in which the effects are examined of such interactions on the cloud and
precipitation chemistry in WCFR 1 due to changes in the chemical
composition of the entering air resulting from pre-processing by the

NCFR.

In addition to the observations of this storm supplied by the dualDoppler radars, the NOAA WP-3D aircraft, which obtained meteorological
and cloud microphysical data, flew through the NCFR from 2200 UTC 26
to 0030 UTC 27 January. Also the UW Convair C-131A aircraft, which
obtained meteorological, cloud microphysical and chemistry data, flew
through WCFR 1 from 2300 UTC 26 January to 0200 UTC 27 January.
4.2 Initialization of the Model Runs
4.2.1 The Narrow Cold-Frontal Rainband

For input to the numerical model, the 3-D airflow of the narrow
cold-frontal rainband (shown in Fig. 4.2) was compressed to two dimensions. This was done by averaging from 55 km to 64.5 km east of Cape
Hatteras to form a 2-D y-z plane. The 2-D airflow contained the main
features of the 3-D flow, including the convergence at low and mid-levels
and the divergence at upper levels.

To initialize the temperature and water vapor mixing ratio fields, a
dropwinsonde from the NOAA WP-3D aircraft and the NWS’s NGM
(Nested Grid Model) temperature and water vapor values at a grid point
upwind of the NCFR were combined.
The initial chemistry profiles that were used for the baseline simulation (N1) were mean wintertime concentration profiles, which for aerosol
sulfate, sulfur dioxide, aerosol nitrate and hydrogen peroxide are shown in
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Fig. 4.4 as curve II up to 7 km (for the NCFR, these profiles were extended
to 11 km). These profiles were obtained by averaging chemical measurements taken during GALE (Hegg and Hobbs, 1987b) and, when GALE
measurements were scarce, from the January 1986 Western Atlantic
Ocean Experiment (Whelpdale et al., 1987; VanValin et al., 1987; Bottenheim and Gallant, 1987). These profiles were considered to be reasonably
representative for the case being modeled here.
4.2.2 The Wide Cold-Frontal Rainband

To initialize the model simulation of the wide cold-frontal rainband,
the airflow depicted in Fig. 4.3 was utilized. The temperature and water
vapor mixing ratio for the baseline simulation (Wl) were initialized by
combining the 0000 UTC Cape Hatteras and Morehead City, North Carolina
soundings, where the Cape Hatteras values were used for flow from in
front of the WCFR and Morehead City values were used for flow from
behind the WCFR.

To initialize the chemical species for simulation Wl, concentration
profiles of each species were taken from the outflow region of the modeled
NCFR, which itself was initialized with the mean wintertime
concentrations. The wind field obtained from the 2220 UTC 26 January
dual-Doppler radar analysis shows that this outflow region was about 51.5
km south of Cape Hatteras (Fig. 4.2). Curve I in Fig. 4.4 shows the
concentration profiles for SO^, S02, N03 and HgOg that were used to
initialize simulation Wl (the WCFR)
4.3 Model Results

To illustrate the main results from the modeling studies, we shall
now describe the results from simulation N1 for the NCFR and simulation
Wl for the WCFR. The model results are shown by displaying the twodimensional fields, which is useful for illustrating the spatial distribution
of each field. However, because subgrid processes are not resolved by this
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Figure 4.4. Input vertical profiles for (a) S04, (b) SOz, (c) N03, and (d)
H202. Curve I is the profile that was used as input for

simulation Wl (i.e the profile from the outflow of
simulation N1). Curve II is the profile that was used as
input for simulation N1.
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model, sharp gradients in the concentrations of the field occur. These
gradients are probably more gentle in the real atmosphere.
4.3.1 The Narrow Cold-Frontal Rainband

Using the initial conditions described in Section 4.2.1 for simulation
N1, the cloud chemistry model was run to a steady state condition for the

NCFR.
(a) Microphysical Results

Figure 4.5 shows the two-dimensional fields of the hydrometeors.
Cloud water is present mainly in the updraft (Fig. 4.5a), with maximum
concentrations at 6 km altitude and x = -62 km, where the updraft combines with the mid-level inflow.
Rain hydrometeors are mainly below 3 km and concentrated near
-65 km south of Cape Hatteras (Fig. 4.5b), which was downwind of the
cloud water field. In fact, the maximum in the rain hydrometeor field corresponds more with the graupel field (Fig. 4.5d), since the growth of rain
in this region was mainly from melting graupel and accretion of cloud water.

The snow field shows an accumulation at the 7 km level near x = -52
km (Fig. 4.5c). This was the result of snow being produced from the conversion of ice and the accretion of cloud water in the upper levels of the
cloud, and being transported to the north. In this area, the influx of snow
was balanced by its removal through sublimation and accretion by graupel
processes. The high concentrations of snow predicted by the model were
not observed by the radar reflectivity patterns or measurements taken
from the WP-3D aircraft.
The graupel field was created by snow accreting cloud water (Fig.
4.5d). Once graupel is formed in the model, it grows primarily by accretion
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Figure 4.5. Two-dimensional (a) cloud water, (b) rain, (c) snow and (d)
graupel fields produced by the model for the narrow coldfrontal rainband for simulation N1. Units are g kg’1.
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Figure 4.5. (continued)
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of cloud water and snow. Below the melting level, graupel melts to form
rain.

The surface precipitation rate derived from the hydrometeor fields
described above shows quite high values (up to 175 mm h"l). Measurements obtained aboard the WP-3D aircraft, which Hew sawtooth patterns
between the convective cells of the NCFR, show that in rain at a level of
0.4 km the precipitation rate averaged about 7 mm h"l, and peaked at 29
mm h’l. At 2.4 km, the observed precipitation rate averaged about 27 mm
h"l and peaked at 116 mm h’l. The precipitation rates derived from the
model show averaged values of 33 mm h-1 at 0.4 km and 60 mm h-1 at 2.4
km, and peak rates of 150 mm h-1 at 0.4 km and 108 mm h-1 at 2.4 km.
Thus, the modeled precipitation rates are considerably higher than the
measured rates.
The radar reflectivities derived from the model show a pattern
somewhat different from that which was observed, due to the fact that the
model predicted more snow than actually occurred. However, the modeled
radar reflectivity for the portion of the domain dominated by graupel and
rain, which had values ranging from 35 to 55 dBZ, agrees well with the
measured radar reflectivity pattern, which had values ranging from 35 to
47 dBZ in this area.

Liquid water contents, measured aboard the WP-3D aircraft at an
altitude of 0.4 km, had average values of 0.5 g m-3 and peaked at 1.6 g
m"3. At an altitude of 2.4 km, the measured liquid water content averaged
1.7 g m"3 and peaked at 6.5 g m"3. A comparison of these values with
those determined by the model (Fig. 4.5), which averaged -1.2 g m-3 at 0.4
km and -0.9 g m’3 at 2.4 km and peaked at 4.4 g m-3 (5.3 g m-3 with
graupel included) at 0.4 km and 1.3 g m-3 (3.8 g m-3 with graupel included) at 2.4 km shows fair agreement.
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(b) Chemistry Results

The aerosol sulfate field shows the effect of transport, but it also
shows depletion in the cloud water region (Fig. 4.6a). There is a maximum
in aerosol sulfate in the outflow area from the cloud water (x = -56 km, z =
7.5 km). This is due to the release of particles from evaporating cloud
drops. The sulfur dioxide field shows marked depletion in the region of
cloud water (Fig. 4.6b). This is due to S02 absorbing into the cloud water
and subsequently oxidizing to form sulfate in the aqueous phase.

Sulfate in each hydrometeor field is shown in Fig. 4.7. Cloud water
sulfate (Fig. 4.7a) is formed via two pathways: nucleation scavenging of
aerosol sulfate, which occurs at cloud base, and absorption of SOg and its

subsequent oxidation to form S04 in cloud water. The maximum concentrations of cloud water sulfate occur at middle levels on the left-hand side
of the cloud water field, where the mid-level inflow joins the main updraft.
This maYimiiTn is due in part to the absorption of SOg in this region but
also to the removal of cloud water sulfate by accretion processes on the
right-hand side of the cloud water region.

The concentrations of sulfate in rain (Fig. 4.7b) are much larger
than the sulfate concentrations in other hydrometeor reservoirs. This is
due to rain collecting sulfate from cloud water, the melting of graupel, and
the oxidation of S(IV) in the rain.
The snow sulfate field (Fig. 4.7c) is qualitatively similar to its parent snow field. This is because the sulfate is transferred into the snow in
the upper regions of the cloud through accretion processes and is then
transported to the right-hand side of the model domain. The graupel sulfate field (Fig. 4.7d) also reflects its parent hydrometeor field. It grows
primarily by collecting sulfate from the accretion of cloud water. The sulfate in the graupel is transferred to rain when the graupel melts.
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Figure 4.6. Two-dimensional (a) sulfate and (b) sulfur dioxide fields produced by the model for the narrow cold-frontal rainband for
simulation N1. Units are ngg-1.
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Figure 4.7. Two-dimensional (a) cloud water sulfate, (b) rain sulfate, (c)
snow sulfate and (d) graupel sulfate fields produced by the
model for the narrow cold-frontal rainband for simulation
N1. Units are ng g"1.
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The hydrogen peroxide field shows a significant depletion in the
cloud (Fig. 4.8). This is because hydrogen peroxide readily absorbs into
the cloud water where it oxidizes the S(IV) species. The HgOg concentrations in the hydrometeor reservoirs are qualitatively similar to their
parent hydrometeor fields.

The aerosol nitrate field shows the effects of transport (Fig. 4.9).
Aerosol nitrate is lifted and transported horizontally by the wind. There is
a small depletion of aerosol nitrate at cloud base due to nucleation scavenging. The concentrations of nitrate in the hydrometeor reservoirs are
analogous to the sulfate concentrations, but they are much smaller due to
the smaller initial concentrations of nitrate.

The PAN field is qualitatively similar to the aerosol sulfate field,
showing the effect of transport by the airflow. It also shows significant
depletion near the 1 km level due to absorption in cloud water. The nitric
acid field is qualitatively similar to the hydrogen peroxide field, because,
like HgOg, nitric acid readily absorbs into the cloud water and rain. Additionally, HN03 adsorbs onto the snow and graupel hydrometeors.

The pH of the cloud water and rain shows higher values in the upper regions of the cloud and lower values in the lower regions (Fig. 4.10).
The most acidic values appear to coincide with regions of low liquid water.
This indicates that the water drops in these regions are relatively concentrated solutions.
Table 4.1 lists the relative contributions for each oxidation pathway
for SC>2 in the upper cloud water region (above 3 km), the lower cloud water region (^ 3 km), and in the rain. For this simulation, the concentration
of aqueous OH was set to 10"^ M and that of aqueous Fe^+ was 7x10"^ M
at the surface and decreased exponentially with height. In the upper
cloud region, aerobic oxidation catalyzed by Fe^+ contributed the most to
the oxidation of aqueous S02, but ozone oxidation also contributed
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Figure 4.8.

Two-dimensional hydrogen peroxide field produced by the
model for the narrow cold-frontal rainband for simulation
N1. Units are ng g"l.
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Figure 4.9. Two-dimensional nitrate field produced by the model for the
narrow cold-frontal rainband for simulation N1. Units are
ng g-1.
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Figure 4.10. Two-dimensional pH field produced by the model for the narrow cold-frontal rainband for simulation N1.
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Table 4.1. Percentage Contributions for each of the Oxidation Pathways
for S02 in the Cloud Water and Rain in the Narrow ColdFrontal Rainband
Cloud Water

Oxidation

Rain

Pathway

H202
03
OH

03; Fe3+

Upper Cloud

Lower Cloud

(z > 3 km)
0 5

(z < 3 km)
10 70

10 40

35 50

3 20

10 15

< 0.5

< 0.25

< 0.3

50 60

15 70

50 70
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significantly. Oxidation by K<^0^ and OH contributed very little to aqueous SOg oxidation in the upper region of the cloud. In the lower region of

the cloud, aerobic oxidation catalyzed by Fe^+ contributed the most in the
middle of the cloud, but oxidation by HgOg was the primary contributor
along the edges of the cloud, where the drops were more acidic. In the
rain, aerobic oxidation catalyzed by Fe3+ again was the predominant
pathway for aqueous SOg oxidation. Oxidation by HgOg was significant

only along the edges of the rain region. As demonstrated by Hegg (1989),
the iron-catalyed aerobic oxidation dominates when the liquid water content is relatively high (for this case, the liquid water content has values up
to 1.1 g kg"1 for the cloud water and up to 4.1 g kg"! for the rain) and pH
is between 4.5 and 5.5 (the pH values for this case are near 4.6).
Shown in Fig. 4.11 are the model-predicted precipitation rate and
the deposition rates of sulfate and nitrate on the surface. All three rates
peak where the precipitation rates for rain and graupel peak. The magnitudes of the chemical deposition rates are quite large, indicating that a
significant portion of the sulfate and nitrate was deposited on the ground.
Indeed, the flux of sulfur onto the ground is 24% of the flux of sulfur into
the model domain.
4.3.2 The Wide Cold-Frontal Rainband
Using the initial conditions described in Section 4.2.2, the cloud
chemistry model was run to a steady state solution for the wide coldfrontal rainband.

(a) Microphysical Results
Figure 4.12 shows the two-dimensional fields of the hydrometeors.
The cloud water field (Fig. 4.12a) resides in two regions of the WCFR:
between x = -66 km and x = -26 km below 2 km, and between x = 6 km and
x = 16 km between the 4 and 6 km levels where the frontal lifting was
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Figure 4.11. Total precipitation rate, sulfate deposition rate and nitrate
deposition rate at the ground predicted by the model for
the narrow cold-frontal rainband for simulation N1.
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Figure 4.12. Two-dimensional (a) cloud water, (b) rain and (c) snow fields
produced by the model for the wide cold-frontal rainband
for simulation Wl. Units are g kg"l.
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most pronounced. The cloud water to the rear of the WCFR has concentrations up to 0.32 g kg"l, its primary sink is from collection by rain. The
cloud water associated with the frontal lifting has small concentrations (<
0.15 g kg"l) and depletes primarily through accretion by snow. The rain
hydrometeor field (Fig. 4.12b) has two maxima: one between x = -34 km
and x = -18 km, where the rain formed by melting snow and collecting
cloud water, and the other between x = -2 km and x = 16 km, where the
rain formed by melting snow associated with the cloud formed by the
frontal lifting. The area between x = -58 km and x = -40 km has light,
steady rain that formed by the collection of cloud water in this region. The
rain field, like the cloud water, has low concentrations (< 0.2 g kg"l). The
snow hydrometeor field (Fig. 4.12c) has two maxima: one between x = -40
km and x -16 km, and the other between x -10 km and x = 16 km. The
snow grew through both deposition and accretion of cloud water, after
being created by ice aggregation. Once the snow particles reached the
warmer regions, they melted to form rain. Concentrations of the snow are
much larger than those for rain or cloud water. Graupel was not produced
in this model simulation.

The total precipitation rate derived from these hydrometeor fields
reached values up to 4.8 mm h’l, near the 2.5 km level. Measurements
obtained aboard the Convair aircraft, which flew below the WCFR 1 at
about the 1 km level, show precipitation rates that averaged 5.6 mm h"l
and peaked at 16.7 mm h-1. At this level, the averaged precipitation rate
predicted by the model was -2.5 mm h"l. The precipitation rate predicted
by the model on the ground averaged -1 mm h’1 and peaked at 3.1 mm
h’1. The precipitation rate at the ground predicted by the model at Cape
Hatteras (x = 0 km), was 0.5 mm h"1, which is rather small compared to an
observed average rate of 1.5 mm h’l. The surface precipitation rate predicted by the model at Manns Harbor (x = -27 km) was 1.9 mm h"l, which
agrees fairly well with the observed average rate of 1.02 mm h"l.
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The radar reflectivity pattern derived from the model was dominated by the snow particles and had a peak value of 42.8 dBZ. At the 1
km level, the model predicts a radar reflectivity return between 24 and 30
dBZ. Radar reflectivities calculated from the observed precipitation measured on the Convair aircraft when flying at the 1 km level show an average radar reflectivity return of 32.8 dBZ and a peak return of 41.8 dBZ.

Liquid water contents, measured aboard the Convair averaged ~0.3
g m’3 at the 1 km level. The liquid water content predicted by the model
at 1 km averaged at -0.25 g m’3. Thus, at this level, the model predicted
the liquid water content of the cloud and rain fairly well.
(b) Chemistry Results

The equilibrium aerosol sulfate field (Fig. 4.13a) shows depletion
from its initial state everywhere within the model domain, but most noticeably at midlevels where the aerosol was collected by the snow via
impaction scavenging. The sulfur dioxide field (Fig. 4.13b) also shows
depletion, especially in the cloud water and rain regions where SOa was

absorbed and subsequently oxidized.

Sulfate concentrations in the cloud water, rain and snow are shown
in Fig. 4.14. Cloud water sulfate (Fig. 4.14a) was formed through both
nucleation scavenging and oxidation of aqueous SOg. Sulfate concentrations in the cloud water range from -0.2 to 2.2 ng g-1. A sharp gradient in
SO^ concentration is seen near x = -64 km, where scavenging was dominant. The cloud water associated with the frontal lifting contains small
concentrations of sulfate (-0.01 ng g"l). In this region, cloud water sulfate
was formed from oxidation of aqueous SOg and nucleation scavenging was
of secondary importance. Sulfate concentrations in rain (Fig. 4.14b),
which are about 0.1 0.2 ng g-1, are fairly low. The main sources of sulfate in the rain between x = -60 km and x = -40 km were from oxidation of
S(IV) and collection of cloud water sulfate. The sources of sulfate in the
rain field for the two regions between x = 34 km and x = -18 km, and
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Figure 4.13. Two-dimensional (a) sulfate and (b) sulfur dioxide fields produced by the model for the wide cold-frontal rainband for
simulation Wl. Units are ng g"l.
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Figure 4.14. Two-dimensional (a) cloud water sulfate, (b) rain sulfate and
(c) snow sulfate fields produced by the model for the wide
cold-frontal rainband for simulation Wl. Units are ng g-1.
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between x = -4 km to x = 16 km, were melting snow, oxidation of SOg, and
scavenging aerosol sulfate by impaction. The snow sulfate field (Fig.
4.14c), which reflects the snow field and has sulfate concentrations of
about 0.1 0.25 ng g"l, was formed primarily through the transfer of sulfate when snow accreted cloud water and the scavenging of aerosol sulfate
by impaction. The sulfate in snow was transferred to the rain field when
the snow melts.
The hydrogen peroxide field (Fig. 4.15) shows depletion throughout
the domain, due to absorption and subsequent reaction in the cloud water
and rain regions. The H^O^ concentrations in the hydrometeor reservoirs,
which reflect their parent hydrometeor fields, have concentrations ranging
from 0.01 0.36 ng g"l. Like the sulfate in hydrometeor fields, the snow
field contains the highest concentrations of H^O^. This is due to the absorption of HgOg (g) into cloud water, which was subsequently accreted by
the snow. The only removal mechanism of HaOg from snow was by the
snow melting to form rain, which occurred near 1.8 km altitude. Thus,
aqueous K^O^ accumulated in the snow field.

The aerosol nitrate field (Fig. 4.16) illustrates depletion by nucleation scavenging and impaction by rain and snow. The nitrate concentrations in the hydrometeor fields were quite small, due to the lower initial
concentrations of aerosol nitrate, compared to the corresponding sulfate
concentrations.
The PAN field was modified by transport; only small amounts of
PAN were absorbed into the cloud water (Fig. 4.17a). The nitric acid field
shows depletion throughout the model domain, due to absorption of the
gas into the aqueous fields (Fig. 4.17b).
The pH of the cloud water and rain (Fig. 4.18) exceeds a value of 5
in the cloud water region (above 4 km) and has values mostly near 4.6 in
the rain region. Surface pH values range from 4.5 to 4.6 from x = 2 km to
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Figure 4.15. Two-dimensional hydrogen peroxide field produced by the
model for the wide cold-frontal rainband for simulation
Wl. Units are ngg’1.
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Figure 4.16. Two-dimensional nitrate field produced by the model for the
wide cold-frontal rainband for simulation Wl. Units are
ng g’1.
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Figure 4.17. Two-dimensional (a) PAN and (b) HN03 fields produced by
the model for the wide cold-frontal rainband for simulation Wl. Units are ng g"l.
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Figure 4.18. Two-dimensional pH field produced by the model for the wide
cold-frontal rainband for simulation Wl.
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x = 16 km. These values are much less than those measured at Cape
Hatteras (pH=5.7) and Manns Harbor (pH=5.0). The pH values in the

model may have been underpredicted due to unrepresentative initial clear
air concentrations of the chemistry species, or a lack of treatment by a
model of alkaline soil aerosols in determining the pH.
Table 4.2 lists the percentage contributions of the four oxidation
pathways for S02 in the WCFR 1. In the cloud water that resided between x = -65 km and x = -28 km, the primary oxidant of aqueous SOa was
H202, which contributed more than 90% in this region. In the cloud that
developed due to the frontal lifting ( 6 x < 16 km), oxidation by 03 and

^

iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation contributed nearly equally; oxidation by
HaOg and OH was of less importance. In the rain that fell between x -66
km and x = -40 km, H202 was essentially the sole contributor to the oxidation of S02. However, in the rain that fell between x = -34 km and x =
-15 km, oxidation by H202, iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation and oxidation
by 03, all contributed significantly to aqueous S02 oxidation. In the rain
that fell between x -4 km and x 16 km, aerobic oxidation catalyzed by
Fe^+ was the primary pathway for acidification, but oxidation by H202
and 03 also contributed significantly. These results demonstrate that the
pathway by which S02 oxidizes to form sulfate depends not only upon the
concentration of the oxidant, but also on pH and liquid water content of
the cloud.
The surface deposition rates for sulfate and nitrate and the total
precipitation rate are shown in Fig. 4.19. The sulfate deposition rate and
precipitation rate follow each other closely, but the nitrate deposition rate
remains fairly constant across the model domain. The S04 deposition rate

predicted by the model was much greater than the deposition rate measured at Manns Harbor (4.1xl0-8 g cm-2 h-1), which is located at x = -27
km in the model domain, but the model SO^ deposition rate was comparable to that measured at Cape Hatteras (9.6x10-8 g cm-2 h-1), which is
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TABLE 4.2. Percentage Contributions for Each of the Oxidation Pathways
for SC>2 in the Cloud Water and Rain in the Wide Cold-Frontal Rainband
Cloud Water

Oxidation

Rain

Pathway
OLJ
-65 < x <-28

_________z <3km

H202
03
OH
0 Fe3+

> 73
<8
<1
< 13

-4 < x< 16
-34 <x <-15
-66 < x <-40
6 < x < 16
6 km_____________________________
5 55
10 65
> 95
< 25
15 -40
10-30
<2
40 50
0.6
0.2
< 0.7
1
<
<
<
30 60
20 55
30 -40
<3

4<z$
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Figure 4.19. Total precipitation rate, sulfate deposition rate and nitrate
deposition rate at the ground predicted by the model for
the wide cold-frontal rainband for simulation Wl. The
sulfate (circles) and nitrate (triangles) deposition rates
obtained from measurements that were taken at Manns
Harbor (x = -27 km) and Cape Hatteras (x = 0 km) are indicated. The error associated with these measurements
are less than 15%.
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located at x 0 km in the model domain. On the other hand, the N0 deposition rate predicted by the model is comparable in magnitude with that
measured at Manns Harbor (3.2xl0-8 g cm-2 h-1), but is fairly small compared with the deposition rate measured at Cape Hatteras (8.2x10-8 g

cm-2 h-1).
4.4 Summary

In this chapter a description has been given of the cloud microphysics and chemistry of two interacting rainbands that were observed in
an extratropical cyclone on the east coast of the United States on 26-27
January 1986. First, a narrow cold-frontal rainband, which was convective in nature, was modeled. Precipitation growth in this rainband was
dominated by collection processes. Precipitation rates were quite large (up
to 175 mm h-1 predicted by the model), although the precipitation efficiency was only 14%. In-cloud oxidation of S(IV) was mostly through ironcatalyzed aerobic oxidation, although oxidation by HgOa and 03 were also
important. The sulfate deposition flux, which was 24% of the sulfur flux
into the model domain, was substantial, and greater than the precipitation
efficiency; this was due to evaporation below cloud base which impacted
the water budget far more than the sulfur budget.

A wide cold-frontal rainband that followed the narrow cold-frontal
rainband was modeled using the concentrations of chemicals in the exit
region of the modeled narrow cold-frontal rainband as input to the wide
cold-frontal rainband. Frontal lifting at a height of about 4 km produced
the precipitation at the front of the band. Cloud water and rain were also
produced at low levels toward the rear of the band. The precipitation rates
at the ground predicted by the model, which averaged 1 mm h-1, were in
good agreement with those observed (1.0 1.5 mm h-1). Additionally, the
precipitation efficiency (1.2%) was extraordinarily low. This was because
most of the condensation occurred at high altitudes where the water vapor
mixing ratios were lower and because a fair amount of evaporation oc-
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curred below cloud base. In the cloud water above 4 km, iron-catalyzed
aerobic oxidation and oxidation of S(IV) by ozone contributed more than
the oxidation by HzOg or OH. However, in the cloud water towards the
rear of the band, oxidation ofS(IV) by HaOa dominated. In the rain at the
leading edge of the band, oxidation by B.^0^, 03 and iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation contributed roughly equally to the oxidation of S(IV) to form

S04.

Oxidation by HaOg dominated oxidation of S(IV) in the rain at the
rear of the band. The sulfate deposition rates predicted by the model were
up to five times greater than those observed, most likely due to the initial
SOg and SO^ concentrations being too high. The flux of sulfur to the surface was only 8% of the sulfur flux into the model domain, however this
efficiency was greater than the precipitation efficiency due to evaporation
below cloud base.

To examine the effect of interacting rainbands upon sulfate and
nitrate deposition, model results of the wide cold-frontal rainband from a
simulation, which was initialized with chemical concentrations that were
not perturbed by the narrow cold-frontal rainband, are compared in
Chapter V with the model results presented in this chapter. Additional
simulations were performed to examine the sensitivity of the model. These
results will also be discussed in Chapter V.

CHAPTER V

FURTHER MODEL SIMULATIONS AND SENSITIVITY TESTS

In this chapter, the effects on add deposition of interacting rainbands and of variations in concentrations of acid precursors are examined.
At this point, it is important to emphasize that, because a complete data
set of measurements in two consecutive rainbands was not obtained, this
is a theoretical examination.

In addition to the simulations of the narrow and wide cold-frontal
rainbands described in Chapter IV, five other simulations of wide coldfrontal rainband 1 were performed using different initial conditions and
one other simulation of the narrow cold-frontal rainband was performed
using different initial conditions.
5.1 Input fields for the Model Runs

The input conditions for all the simulations performed are listed in
Table 5.1. The initial chemistry profiles that were used for simulation N1,
which modeled the narrow cold-frontal rainband, were mean wintertime
concentration profiles, which for aerosol sulfate, sulfur dioxide, aerosol
nitrate and hydrogen peroxide are shown in Fig. 5.1 as curve II up to 7 km
(for the NCFR, these profiles were extended to 11 km). The initial chemistry profiles that were used for simulation N2 were obtained from measurements made below cloud base from the Convair C-131A aircraft when
it was located behind the surface cold front. Because the aircraft was located in the cold airmass when these measurements were taken, the concentration profiles for simulation N2 are not necessarily representative of
the concentrations in the inflow air of the NCFR. Therefore, this simulation is used only as a sensitivity test. To exemplify the difference in initial
chemical concentrations, curve IV in Fig. 5.1 shows the initial profiles for
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Table 5.1. Initial Conditions for the Model Simulations
Simulation

Number

Meteorological Input1
(a)

N1
N2

Chemistry Input

Narrow Cold-Frontal Rainband

ODW-NGM Sounding
o
ODW-NGM Sounding
,,/’i*-

-i-

Mean Wintertime Concentrations
Measured Concentrations from

^^ ^^

fb) Wide Cold.Frontal Rainband 1

Wl

HAT-MRH Sounding

Outflow of Simulation N1
(x= -51.5 km)

W2

HAT-MRH Sounding

Mean Wintertime Concentrations

W3

T: HAT-MRH Sounding
qy: Outflow of N1
T: HAT-MRH Sounding
QV; Same as N1

Mean Wintertime Concentrations

W5

HAT-MRH Sounding

Outflow of Simulation N2
(x= -51.5 km)

W6

HAT-MRH Sounding

Measured Concentrations from
Convair Aircraft

W4

IODW-NGM is

Mean Wintertime Concentrations

the combined sounding obtained from the dropwinsonde
and the nested grid model for 2200 UTC 26 January 1986. HAT-MRH is
the combined sounding from Cape Hatteras and Morehead City for 0000
UTC 27 January 1986.
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Figure 5.1. Input vertical profiles for (a) SO^, (b) SOg, (c) N03, (d) HaOg
and (e) water vapor mixing ratios. In (a) (d), curve I is the
initial profile for simulation Wl, which used as input for
the wide cold-frontal rainband 1 air that was pre-processed
by the NCFR (simulation N1), curve II the initial profile for
simulations N1, W2, W3, and W4, which used as input for
the narrow cold-frontal rainband and wide cold-frontal
rainband 1 mean wintertime chemical concentrations,
curve III the initial profile for simulation W5, which used
as input for the wide cold-frontal rainband 1 air that was
pre-processed by the NCFR (simulation N2), and curve IV
the initial profile for simulations N2 and W6, which used
as input for the the narrow cold-frontal rainband and wide
cold-frontal rainband 1 concentrations that were measured
by the Convair aircraft. In (e), curve I is the profile from
the Cape Hatteras-Morehead City combined sounding that
was the input for simulations Wl, W2, W5, and W6, curve
II the profile from the air that was pre-processed by the
NCFR (simulation N1) that was the input for simulation
W3, and curve III the profile from the dropwinsonde-nested
grid model sounding that was the input for simulations N1,
N2, and W4.
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this simulation N2. The observed concentrations (curve IV) were typically
less than the mean wintertime concentrations (curve II).

Six simulations ofWCFR 1, which are listed in Table 5.1, were performed: four simulations with different chemistry scenarios, and two additional simulations with different initial water vapor concentrations. The
temperature and water vapor mixing ratio for simulations Wl, W2, W5
and W6 (Table 5.1) were initialized by combining the 0000 UTC Cape
Hatteras and Morehead City, North Carolina, soundings; the Cape Hatteras values were used for flow from in front of WCFR 1 and Morehead
City values were used for flow from behind WCFR 1 (curve I in Fig. 5. Ie).
Two additional simulations were performed (simulations W3 and W4; see
Table 5.1) to examine the sensitivity of the model processes to the water
vapor mixing ratio. Simulation W3 used water vapor mixing ratios that
were obtained from the outflow region of the modeled NCFR (curve II in
Fig. 5. Ie). Simulation W4 used water vapor mixing ratios that were obtained from combining the measurements from the WP-3D aircraft dropwinsonde and water vapor values derived from the NWS’s Nested Grid
Model at a grid point upwind of the NCFR (curve III in Fig. 5. Ie).

Four different chemistry input fields were used in modeling WCFR
1. To initialize the chemical species for simulation Wl (Table 5.1), concentration profiles of each species were taken from the outflow region of the
modeled NCFR, which was initialized with the mean wintertime concen-

trations (simulation N1). Curve I in Fig. 5.1 shows the concentration
profiles for this outflow for aerosol sulfate, sulfur dioxide, aerosol nitrate

and hydrogen peroxide.
Simulations W2, W3 and W4 were initialized with the mean wintertime concentration chemistry profiles used in simulation N1. In Fig.
5.1, the initial concentration profiles for simulation Wl (curve I) and
simulations W2-W4 (curve II) are shown. Except for the HgOg profiles,

the initial profiles are nearly the same from the surface to the 4 km level.
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Above the 4 km level, there is a significant difference between initial
profiles. This is important due to the fact that the inflow air for WCFR 1
was at and above 4 km (Fig. 4.3).
Simulation W5 was initialized with the outflow concentrations provided by simulation N2 for the NCFR. Simulation W6 was initialized with
the concentrations of chemical species measured from the Convair aircraft.
Shown in Fig. 5.1 are the initial concentration profiles for simulation W5
(curve III) and simulation W6 (curve IV). For aerosol sulfate and nitrate,
the differences between the profiles occur above 4 km. Sulfur dioxide and
hydrogen peroxide show differences throughout the range of heights.

To compare the results of the different model simulations, the surface precipitation rate and chemical deposition rates will be discussed.
Also, the proportionality of the sulfur and nitrogen processes to different
input conditions is examined.
5.2 Sensitivity Tests

Figure 5.2 shows the sulfate and nitrate deposition rates for simulation N1 and N2 of the NCFR. The initial concentration profiles of S04
and SOg (see Fig. 5.1) for simulation N1 (mean wintertime chemistry
concentrations) were greater than those for simulation N2 (chemical concentrations measured aboard Convair aircraft). The response to these
differences is seen in the deposition rates, where the sulfate deposition
rate for simulation N1 is greater than that for simulation N2 (Fig. 5.2).
Surprisingly, the nitrate deposition rates show that the rate for simulation

N2 is greater than that for simulation N1, even though the initial

N03

concentration for simulation N2 was less than the initial N03 concentration for simulation N1 (curves II and IV in Fig. 5.1c). However, the initial
concentrations of HN03, PAN, N305 and N03 for simulation N2 was
greater than the initial concentrations of these species for simulation N1.
Because of the difference in initial concentrations, there was more
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Figure 5.2. Sulfate deposition rates and nitrate deposition rates predicted
by the model for simulation N1 (dashed line), which initialized the narrow cold-frontal rainband with the mean wintertime concentrations, and simulation N2 (solid line),
which initialized the narrow cold-frontal rainband with the
measured chemistry concentrations.
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N305 and N03 (which produces aqueous N03)
in simulation N2 than absorption of these species plus scavenging of N03
absorption ofHN03, PAN,

in simulation N1. This produced greater nitrate deposition rates for simu-

lation N2 than simulation N1.
Figure 5.3 shows the deposition rates of sulfate and nitrate from
WCFR 1 for simulation Wl, which uses the outflow of the NCFR to initialize the chemistry of WCFR 1, and simulation W2, which uses the mean
wintertime concentrations of the chemistry species for initialization of
WCFR 1 chemistry. Thus, a comparison of these two cases shows the difference between air that was processed by the NCFR (simulation Wl) and
air that was not processed (simulation W2). The sulfate deposition rate for
simulation Wl was generally less than the rate for simulation W2, especially in the peak precipitation areas. This was a result of the initial concentration of SOg and HgOg for simulation Wl being smaller than those

for simulation W2, leading to less in-cloud conversion of S02 to SC>4. For
both simulations, in the cloud and rain corresponding to the area from x =
-64 km to x = -34 km, the oxidation of S02(aq) was by HgOg. The initial
concentration profiles of S02(g) put into the model were nearly the same
for simulations Wl and W2 for z = 0.5 km to z = 1.5 km, but began to differ
above this level (Fig. 5.1). However, the initial HgOg concentration profiles were quite different above 1 km (Fig. 5.1). The difference in the
initial HaOg accounts for the difference in S04 deposition rates for x -34
km. For the cloud created by the frontal lifting (x > 10 km, z > 3.5 km),
oxidation of SC>2(aq) was primarily by 03 and iron-catalyzed aerobic

^

oxidation. These two oxidants had the same concentrations for simulations Wl and W2. However, initial sulfur dioxide concentrations put into
WCFR 1 differed in this area, which produced the difference in the sulfate
deposition rates below the cloud in this region. Nucleation scavenging of
aerosol sulfate did not differ much between these two simulations, because, where the initial aerosol sulfate concentrations differed (z > 4 km),
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Figure 5.3. Sulfate deposition rates and nitrate deposition rates predicted
by the model for simulation Wl (dashed line), which initialized the wide cold-frontal rainband 1 with the concentrations in the outflow region of the narrow cold-frontal
rainband, which itself was initialized with the mean wintertime concentrations, and simulation W2 (solid line),
which initialized the wide cold-frontal rainband 1 with the
mean wintertime concentrations.
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nucleation scavenging was of secondary importance. Because most of the
nucleation scavenging, HNC>3 absorption and N305 absorption into cloud
water occurred below 2 km, and because the initial concentrations of these
species were nearly the same below 2 km for the two simulations, the
nitrate deposition rate for simulation Wl was nearly the same as that for
simulation W2. For the cloud associated with the frontal lifting, nitrogen
scavenging processes were less important, leading to small nitrate deposition rates in the zone of frontal lifting.
The total sulfate and nitrate deposition rates that were determined
from a combination of simulations N1 and Wl were compared with the
rates that were determined from a combination of simulations N1 and W2.
The total sulfate deposition rate integrated across the model domain was
8.75 g cm-1 h-1 and the total nitrate deposition rate integrated across the
model domain was 0.832 g cm"! h’l from the combination of the rates from
simulations N1 and Wl. The total sulfate deposition rate integrated
across the model domain was 8.93 g cm’l h"l and the total nitrate deposition rate was 0.834 g cm’l h"l from the combination of the rates from
simulations N1 and W2. The differences in the total deposition rates were
small. The accuracy of these deposition rates depends on the accuracy of
the input data. If the input SOg and 804 concentrations have an uncertainty of 20%, a reasonable estimate for the data used here, the accuracy
of the deposition rate is no better than 20% (and is in fact worse if the
propagation of errors by all the input data is considered). Thus, while the
deposition rates predicted by the model are noted to three significant digits
to exemplify small differences between deposition rates, the accuracy of
the predicted rates is only significant to approximately 20% of its value.
On the other hand, while the differences in deposition rates between these
two simulations are insignificant, they are systematic. It is the systematic
differences that are most important for intercomparison of the model
simulations.
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Figure 5.4 shows the deposition rates of sulfate and nitrate for
simulations W5 and W6. Simulation W5 was initialized with the modelpredicted chemistry concentrations in the outflow region for simulation N2
of the NCFR, and simulation W6 was initialized with the chemistry concentrations observed aboard the Convair aircraft. Thus, a comparison of
these two cases shows the difference between air that was processed by the
NCFR (simulation W5) and air that was not processed (simulation W6).
This comparison differs from the comparison between simulations Wl and
W2 discussed above, because the NCFR was initialized with the chemistry
concentrations observed aboard the Convair aircraft (simulation N2)
rather than the mean wintertime chemistry concentrations (simulation
N1). The sulfate deposition rates were less than those determined for
simulations Wl and W2, but they showed the same pattern as the rates for
simulations Wl and W2. As in simulations Wl and W2, the sulfate deposition rate for the case where the outflow of the NCFR was used to
initialize the chemistry concentrations into the WCFR 1 (simulation W5)
had lower values than the rate for the simulation where the concentrations measured aboard the aircraft were used as input to the WCFR 1
(simulation W6). The nitrate deposition rates were nearly the same for
these two simulations. However, the nitrate deposition rates for simulations W5 and W6 were greater than those derived for simulations W5 and
W6, because the formation of nitrate in rain was predominantly from the
absorption of gases into cloud water and rain for simulations W5 and W6.

The total sulfate and nitrate deposition rates determined from a
combination of simulations N2 and W5 were compared with the rates determined from a combination of simulations N2 and W6. The total sulfate
deposition rate integrated across the model domain was 6.49 g cm"l h"l
and the total nitrate deposition rate integrated across the model domain
was 1.17 g cm"l h"l from the combination of the rates from simulations N2
and W5. The total sulfate deposition rate integrated across the model
domain was 6.59 g cm’l h-1 and the total nitrate deposition rate was 1.19
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Figure 5.4. Sulfate deposition rates and nitrate deposition rates predicted
by the model for simulation W5 (dashed line), which initialized wide cold-frontal rainband 1 with the concentrations
in the outflow region of the narrow cold-frontal rainband,
which itself was initialized with the measured chemistry
concentrations, and simulation W6 (solid line), which
initialized wide cold-frontal rainband 1 with the measured
chemistry concentrations.
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g cm"l h’l from the combination of the rates from simulations N2 and W6.
The differences in the total deposition rates were small.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the precipitation and chemical deposition rates
of the three cases that used different water vapor initial profiles (Fig. 5. Ie)
yet retained the same initial profiles of temperature and the chemistry
species (simulations W2-W4). For the three simulations, the precipitation
rate was nearly the same across the model domain (Fig. 5.5a), but had
some differences where the frontal lifting occurred (4 <. x 16 km). These
different initial water vapor profiles produced only slightly different sulfate and nitrate deposition rates (Fig. 5.5b).

^

5.3 Linearity

One question that this type of modeling study can address is the
"linearity" of sulfate and nitrate deposition that is, whether the sulfate
(or nitrate) deposited on the surface is directly proportional to the amount
of sulfate (or nitrate) initially put into the model domain. This
determination is made in three steps. First, the ratio of the masses of
sulfur put into the model domain (SOg plus SO^) for simulation "a" to

simulation "b" (where "a" and "b" are any two simulations) is calculated.
Second, the ratio of the masses of sulfur deposited on the surface for
simulation "a" to simulation "b" is found. Finally, the linearity is
determined by dividing these two ratios (out/in). A value of unity for this
ratio implies perfect linearity. The linearity of nitrate is performed in a
similar fashion, but the input ratio includes concentrations from N03,
HNOs, PAN, N205 and N03.

The results are shown in Table 5.2. For the NCFR, the transition
from a less polluted scenario to the mean wintertime concentration scenario (simulations N1/N2) was less than linear (0.78). For this transition,
the input concentrations of SOg increased by a factor of 1.25 and S04 in-
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Figure 5.5. (a) Precipitation rates, and (b) sulfate and nitrate deposition
rates predicted by the model for simulation W2 (solid line),
which was initialized with the Cape Hatteras-Morehead
City combined sounding, simulation W3 (dash-dot line),
which was initialized with the water vapor mixing ratio in
the outflow of the narrow cold-frontal rainband and simulation W4 (short dashed line), which was initialized with

the dropwinsonde-nested grid model sounding.
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Table 5.2. Input Molar Ratios, Output Deposition Ratios, and Linearities

Simulations

Input Ratio

Output

Linearity!

Deposition

Compared

Ratio

Sulfur

Simulations N17N2
Simulations W2/W6
Simulations W1/W5
Simulations W2/W1

1.29
1.72
1.71
1.13

1.65
1.63
1.68
1.14

0.78
1.06
1.02
0.99

Nitrogen
0.80
0.66
0.82
1.02
0.83
0.81
1.06
0.88
0.83
1.16
1.01
0.87
1’The linearity is the ratio of the output ratio to the input ratio.

Simulations N17N2
Simulations W2/W6
Simulations W1/W5
Simulations W2/W1
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creased by a factor of 4.64 between simulation N1 and N2 (see Fig. 5.1).
Examination of the scavenging processes shows that they increased linearly with respect to the initial sulfate concentration. The oxidation of
S(IV) in the cloud water increased linearly with respect to the increase in
SOg. However, the oxidation of S(IV) in rain increased by only 86% of the
increase in SOg concentration. Recall that the primary oxidation pathway
in rain was iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation and that oxidation by HgOg
was of secondary importance. For simulations N1 and N2, the aqueous
Fe^+ concentrations were the same and the initial HgOg concentrations

increased by a factor of two. Because simulation 1 had more sulfate than
simulation 2, the pH in the cloud and rain drops decreased. This altered
the percent contribution for each oxidation pathway in the rain (oxidation
by H2C>2 contributed more in simulation 1 than in simulation 2), although
iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation dominated in both simulations. However,
because the iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation depends inversely upon the
hydrogen ion concentration (which increased by a factor of 1.18), the
oxidation ofS(IV) in rain increased by only 1.16 times. Therefore, the nonlinearity of sulfur deposition to sulfur input for this transition was a result
of the non-linearity in the conversion ofSOg to sulfate in rain.
Interestingly, in WCFR 1, for the same change in the initial chemistry concentrations, the sulfur responded linearly (simulation W2/W6).
This was because all of the sulfur processes responded linearly to the
changes in initial chemistry concentrations.

To determine whether the simulations initialized with the concentrations from the outflow of the NCFR responded like the simulations that
were not initialized with air processed by the NCFR (simulations W2 and
W6), the linearity of simulation W5 to simulation Wl was determined.
The values of the ratios are nearly the same as the ratios for simulation
W2 to simulation W6 indicating that the same processes control the sulfate
deposition. This is confirmed by examining the linearity between simulations Wl and W2.
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For the NCFR, the transition from simulation N2 to simulation N1
shows that the nitrate deposition did not respond linearly. The absorption
of HN03, PAN, N305 and N03 decreased linearly with respect to the decrease in the initial concentrations of

HN03, PAN, N305 and N03,

re-

spectively, for this transition. Also, the absorption of these gases created
more nitrate deposition in simulation N2 than the absorption of the gases
plus nucleation scavenging in simulation N1 (Fig. 5.2). This, coupled with
an initial aerosol nitrate concentration of zero for simulation N2 (curve IV
in Fig. 5.1), which leads to nucleation scavenging of aerosol nitrate to be
insignificant, caused the nonlinearity seen for the transition from N2 to
N1.
For WCFR 1, the nitrate processes responded more linearly for the
transition from simulation 8 to simulation 4 than for the NCFR (with the
same change in initial chemical concentrations) because the scavenging
processes responded in a more linear fashion.

For the transition from simulation W5 to simulation Wl, which were
the simulations initialized with the concentrations from the outflow of the
NCFR, there was a linear response in nitrate deposition. However, the
transition from simulation W2 (which was initialized with the mean wintertime chemistry concentrations) to simulation Wl (which was initialized
with the concentrations in the outflow region of the NCFR) showed a nonlinear response. The nitrate deposition rates for these two simulations
were nearly the same (Fig. 5.3), even though the initial concentrations of
nitrogen species differed, especially above z = 3.5 km (see Fig. 5.1). The
initial concentration of N03 above 3.5 km was much greater for simulation
W2 than for simulation Wl (Fig. 5.1). However, nitrogen scavenging processes above this level were small. Thus, the difference in initial nitrate
concentrations at high levels did not produce any difference in nitrate
deposition rates. This accounts for the non-linear response for the transition from simulation Wl to simulation W2.
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The accuracy of the ratios listed in Table 5.2 depends on how well
the input chemical concentrations represent the actual air flowing into the
particular rainband being modeled and the degree of accuracy of the
parameterizations describing physical and chemical processes. For initialization of the chemical composition of the air, horizontal homogeneity of
the chemical species is assumed. Additionally, it is assumed that the
rainband is a two-dimensional feature, where variations along the axis of
the rainband are assumed to be negligible. This model uses a bulk water
parameterization rather than a parameterization describing the chemistry
in individual hydrometeor particles. Thus these parameterizations only
approximate the actual chemical and physical processes. Because of the
numerous assumptions inherent in this model, the accuracy of the
"linearities" listed in Table 5.2 is approximate. Based on the model
assumptions and the response of the sulfate and nitrate processes to
variations in the initial conditions, it is estimated that a "linearity" of 0.8
or 1.16 (Table 5.2) is significantly different from 1.00, but a "linearity" of
1.02 or 1.06 (Table 5.2) is not significantly different. Thus, the values
listed in Table 5.2 should be regarded as only approximate indicators of
linearity.

5.4 Summary

A comparison of the sulfate deposition rates for a simulation of the
wide cold-frontal rainband in which the input chemical concentration
profiles were pre-processed by the narrow cold-frontal rainband with a
simulation using unperturbed initial profiles showed that pre-processing
by the narrow cold-frontal rainband resulted in somewhat less sulfate
deposition from the wide cold-frontal rainband. The sulfate deposition
rate integrated across the model domain for the simulation where the initial chemical concentrations were pre-processed by the narrow cold-frontal
rainband was 1.44 g cm-1 h-1, while for the simulation where the initial
chemical concentrations were unaffected by the narrow cold-frontal rainband, it was 1.62 g cm-! h-1. The difference in the sulfate deposition rates
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was caused by the difference in initial

SOg and HgOa concentrations (the

simulation initialized with the air pre-processed by the narrow cold-frontal
rainband had smaller concentrations of these species because of the incloud reaction of SOg and HgOg), which led to less in-cloud conversion of
S02 in wide cold-frontal rainband 1. Differences in the initial aerosol sulfate concentrations, which occurred at upper levels, did not affect the
deposition rates because nucleation scavenging was small at upper levels.
Similarly, the nitrate deposition rates integrated across the model domain,
which were 0.221 g cm-1 h’1 for the simulation where the initial chemical
concentrations were pre-processed by the narrow cold-frontal rainband
and 0.224 g cm-1 h-1 for the unperturbed simulation, did not vary much
because nucleation scavenging at upper levels, where differences occurred
in the initial nitrate concentrations, was small.
The total sulfate and nitrate deposition rates were determined by
combining the deposition rates from the narrow cold-frontal rainband
(which was initialized with mean wintertime chemical concentrations)
with the deposition rates from the wide cold-frontal rainband. When the
narrow and wide cold-frontal rainbands were allowed to interact, the total
sulfate deposition rate integrated across the model domain was 8.75 g
on-1 h-1 and the total nitrate deposition rate was 0.832 g cm-1 h-1. When
the rainbands were modeled separately, the total sulfate deposition rate
integrated across the model domain was 8.93 g cm’1 h"1 and the total
nitrate deposition rate was 0.834 g cm-1 h-1. There is only a 2% difference
between the total sulfate deposition rates and a 0.3% difference between
the total nitrate deposition rates. Again, these differences were small due
to the small amount of aerosol scavenging at upper levels of the wide coldfrontal rainband, where differences in the input aerosol concentrations
were found.

A comparison of precipitation rate, sulfate deposition rate and nitrate deposition rate between three model simulations of wide cold-frontal
rainband 1 that used different initial water vapor concentrations but the
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same initial chemical concentrations showed that the precipitation rate
differed a small amount at the leading edge of the wide cold-frontal rainband and the sulfate and nitrate deposition rates differed negligibly.

The effect of the initial sulfur concentrations on the amount of
sulfur deposited on the surface (i.e. the "linearity" question) has been examined. The response of the sulfur processes in the narrow cold-frontal
rainband for the transition from a less polluted scenario to a more polluted
scenario was nonlinear because the conversion of SOg to sulfate in rain
was less efficient than the other scavenging processes.

For the other simu-

lations examined, the sulfur processes responded approximately linearly.
The response of the nitrogen processes in the narrow cold-frontal rainband
for the transition from a scenario of higher initial gas-phase nitrogen
species concentrations but smaller aerosol nitrate concentrations to a scenario with smaller initial gas-phase nitrogen species concentrations but
higher aerosol nitrate concentrations was nonlinear due to the lack of initial nitrate in the first simulation coupled with higher nitrate deposition
from the first simulation. For wide cold-frontal rainband 1, the nitrogen
processes responded linearly except for the transition from the mean wintertime chemistry scenario to the simulation where the chemistry was preprocessed by the narrow cold-frontal rainband. This transition was
nonlinear because the latter case was initialized with higher nitrate concentrations in a region where the nitrate was not incorporated into wide
cold-frontal rainband 1. These results demonstrate the sensitivity of the
linearity of sulfate and nitrate deposition to both the physical and chemical processes at work in the rainband.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this study has been to describe numerically the cloud
microphysics and chemistry of two mesoscale rainbands and their
interactions as a first step toward understanding cloud chemical
processes in extratropical cyclones as a whole. A modified version of
Hegg et al.’s (1989) cloud microphysics-chemistry model was used to
simulate a narrow cold-frontal rainband and a wide cold-frontal
rainband. A summary of the modifications made to the model and the
results from the simulations of the two rainbands is given below. The
discussion of how the interactions of the rainbands affected acid
deposition and the linearity of sulfate and nitrate processes is
recapitulated. Finally, some suggestions are given for future research
on acid deposition from extratropical cyclones.
6.1 Summary

of the Modifications Made to the Model

The Hegg et al. (1989) model was modified to improve the simulation of cloud microphysical and chemical processes and to produce a
more generalized chemistry scheme.

Changes that were made to the microphysics scheme included
representing graupel more generally, so that several types of graupel,
ranging from lump graupel to hail, could be depicted. The KhrgianMazin cloud droplet size distribution was added to the microphysics
scheme so that processes that depend on the size of cloud droplets can be
represented more accurately. An empirical ice enhancement process
and a process describing rain freezing were added to the microphysics
scheme, while the parameterizations describing the Bergeron process
were removed.
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Alterations were made to processes depicting the hydrometeoraerosol interactions, including improving the process simulating the
release of aerosol particles from evaporating drops so that only particles
that are in drops that completely evaporate are released. The process
simulating the heterogeneous nucleation of cloud drops was made more
explicit, so that the parameterization depends on a cloud condensation

nucleus activation spectrum.

In the chemistry scheme, the aqueous sulfur IV oxidation scheme
was altered to include four oxidants: hydrogen peroxide, ozone, hydroxyl
radical and oxygen catalyzed by ferric ion. In order that the model could be

applied to marine background air, the gas-phase oxidation of DMS to form
S02 was added to the sulfur chemistry. In an attempt to produce aqueous
nitrate, absorption of N205 and N03 by cloud water and gas-phase
nitrogen chemistry were added to the chemistry scheme. The production
of aqueous formate was also added to the aqueous chemistry scheme.

To examine the effect of these modifications, the model was applied
to the March 6, 1986 GALE case and the results were compared with those
obtained by Hegg et al. (1989). The aerosol sulfate concentrations predicted by the modified model showed generally bettor agreement with the
measured concentrations of aerosol sulfate interstitial within the cloud
than did the Hegg et al. model. However, the sulfur dioxide concentrations
predicted by the modified model were not significantly different from the
original model, suggesting that the hydrometeor-aerosol processes, rather
than the sulfur IV oxidation scheme, contributed most of the improvement
to the aerosol sulfate concentrations. The prediction by the modified
model of the sulfate deposition rate at the ground for the March 6, 1986
case was up to 3 times less than the rate derived from ground-based mea-

surements. but this prediction was better than that of the original model,
which predicted the sulfate deposition rate to be up to 19 times less than
the measurements. However, compared with the observed concentrations,
the aerosol nitrate concentrations predicted by the modified model, which
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were up to ~5 times less than observed concentrations, were worse than
those predicted by the original model, which were only ~3 times less than
the observed concentrations,. Possible explanations for the poorlypredicted nitrate concentrations include an incomplete algorithm for
describing gaseous HNC>3 production, incorrect aerosol nitrate concentrations for initialization of the model, and incorrect or unrepresentative
aerosol nitrate measurements.

6.2 Summary of the Model Results

The modified model was applied to two rainbands that were observed in an extratropical cyclone on the East coast of the United States on
26-27 January 1986. First, a narrow cold-frontal rainband that was
convective in nature was modeled. Precipitation growth in this rainband
was dominated by collection processes. Precipitation rates were quite
large (up to 175 mm h’1 predicted by the model), although the precipitation efficiency was only 14%.
Aerosol sulfate was transported by the airflow associated with the
narrow cold-frontal rainband, but was also depleted in the cloud region by
scavenging processes. A pool of aerosol sulfate was created at upper levels
in the exit region of the cloud water, where the sulfate particles were released from evaporating cloud drops. Oxidation ofS(IV) in the cloud water
and rain was mostly through iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation, although
oxidation by HgOg and 03 was also important. The sulfate deposition
flux, which was 24% of the sulfur flux into the model domain, was substantial and greater than the precipitation efficiency. This was due to
evaporation below cloud base, which impacted the water budget far more
than the sulfur budget.

Aerosol nitrate was mostly affected by transport. It also accumulated in the exit region of the cloud at upper levels, where evaporating
cloud drops released the nitrate particles. Sources of nitrate in the hydrometeors included scavenging of aerosol nitrate, but also absorption of
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HN03, N305, N03 and PAN. Absorption of HN03

was the primary

source of cloud water nitrate.

A wide cold-frontal rainband that followed the narrow cold-frontal
rainband was modeled using the concentrations of chemicals in the exit
region of the modeled narrow cold-frontal rainband as input. Frontal lifting at a height of about 4 km produced the precipitation at the front of the
wide cold-frontal rainband. Cloud water and rain were also produced at
low levels toward the rear of the band. The precipitation rates at the
ground predicted by the model, which averaged 1 mm h’l, were in good
agreement with measurements (1.0 1.5 mm h’l). The modeled precipitation efficiency (1.2%) was extraordinarily low. This was because most of
the condensation occurred at high altitudes where the water vapor mixing
ratios were low, and because a fair amount of evaporation occurred below
cloud base.

Aerosol sulfate was scavenged by the cloud water at lower levels. At
upper levels, cloud water sulfate was produced mostly from the oxidation
of aqueous SOg. In the cloud water above 4 km, iron-catalyzed aerobic
oxidation and oxidation of S(IV) by ozone contributed more than oxidation
by HgOa or OH. However, in the cloud water towards the rear of the
band, oxidation of S(IV) by ’H.^,0^ dominated. In the rain at the leading
edge of the band, oxidation by H^O^, 03 and iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation contributed roughly equally to the oxidation of S(IV) to form

Oxidation by HgOg dominated oxidation of S(IV) in the rain at the
rear of the band. The surface sulfate deposition rates predicted by the
model were up to five times greater than those observed, most likely because the initial SO^ and SO^ concentrations were too high. The flux of

S04.

sulfur to the surface was only 8% of the sulfur flux into the model domain.
This efficiency was greater than the precipitation efficiency due to evaporation of water below cloud base.
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Absorption of HN03 was the primary source of cloud water nitrate
for the wide cold-frontal rainband, but aerosol nitrate scavenging and absorption of N365 and N03 also contributed to production of cloud water
nitrate. The surface nitrate deposition rates from the wide cold-frontal
rainband predicted by the model were comparable to those obtained from
measurements at Manns Harbor, North Carolina, but were up to eight

times less than the rate derived from measurements at Cape Hatteras,
North Carolina.

6.3 Summary of Sensitivity Tests

To examine the effects of interactions between the two rainbands on
sulfate and nitrate deposition, model results of the wide cold-frontal rainband from a simulation in which the input chemical concentration profiles
were unperturbed by the narrow cold-frontal rainband were compared
with the model results from a simulation in which the input chemical
concentration profiles were pre-processed by the narrow cold-frontal rainband. When the air was pre-processed by the narrow cold-frontal
rainband, the sulfate deposition rate from wide cold-frontal rainband integrated across the model domain was 1.44 g SC>4 cm"! h’1. The sulfate
deposition rate integrated across the model domain from the simulation of
the wide cold-frontal rainband that was unaffected by the narrow coldfrontal rainband was 1.62 g S04 cm-1 h-1. The accuracy of these deposition rates (and the nitrate deposition rates) depends on the accuracy of the
input data. For example, if the input SOa and SC>4 concentrations have
an uncertainty of 20%, the accuracy of the deposition rate is no better than
20% (and is in fact is worse if the propagation of errors by all the input
data is considered). However, when intercomparing model simulations (as

opposed to comparing the results from model simulations with data), accuracy is not an issue. One is most interested in the systematic differences
between simulations as indicators of the model sensitivities. The deposition rates predicted by the model are noted to three significant digits to
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integrated across the model domain was 8.93 g cm’l h"l and the total
nitrate deposition rate was 0.834 g cm’l h’l. There was only a 2% difference between the total sulfate deposition rates and a 0.3% difference
between the total nitrate deposition rates.

A comparison of the rates of precipitation, sulfate deposition and
nitrate deposition between three model simulations of the wide coldfrontal rainband using different initial water vapor concentrations but the
same initial chemical concentrations showed that the precipitation rate
differed by a small amount at the leading edge of the wide cold-frontal
rainband, while the sulfate and nitrate deposition rates differed negligibly.

The linearity of sulfur and nitrogen deposited on the surface to initial sulfur and nitrogen concentrations was also examined. The response
of the sulfur processes in the narrow cold-frontal rainband for the transition from a less polluted scenario to a more polluted scenario was
non-linear because the conversion of S02 to sulfate in rain was less
efficient than the scavenging processes. For the simulations of the wide
cold-frontal rainband, the sulfur processes responded linearly for
transitions from small concentrations of initial SC>2 and SC>4 to more

polluted concentrations. The sulfur processes in this rainband also
responded linearly for the transition from input chemistry concentrations
that were pre-processed by the narrow cold-frontal rainband (which itself
was initialized with the mean wintertime concentrations) to input
concentrations that were unaffected by the narrow cold-frontal rainband.
The responses of the nitrogen processes in the narrow cold-frontal
rainband for the transition from a scenario of higher initial gas-phase
nitrogen species concentrations (but no initial aerosol nitrate concentrations) to a scenario with smaller initial gas-phase nitrogen species concentrations (but higher initial aerosol nitrate concentrations) was non-linear
due to the lack of aerosol nitrate that was put into the rainband for the
first simulation and the greater nitrate deposition from the first simula-
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tion. For the wide cold-frontal rainband, the nitrogen processes responded
linearly, except for the transition from initial chemistry concentrations
that were pre-processed by the narrow cold-frontal rainband (which itself
was initialized with the mean wintertime chemistry concentrations) to
initial chemistry concentrations that were unaffected by the narrow coldfrontal rainband. The model response was non-linear because the latter
case was initialized with higher nitrate concentrations in a region where
the nitrate was not incorporated into the wide cold-frontal rainband.

The technique of using a mesoscale cloud microphysics-chemistry
model to simulate consecutive rainbands in an extratropical cyclone is a
valuable tool for investigating the redistribution of trace gases by the
rainbands in cyclones and also for investigating chemical deposition rates
and linearities for such rainbands.
6.4 Implications of this Research

This study has focused on the chemistry of acid deposition from
interacting rainbands. For the case studied, the model results showed
that the total deposition from a narrow cold-frontal rainband interacting
with a wide cold-frontal rainband differed only slightly from the deposition
from the two rainbands treated separately. However, for this case, the
narrow cold-frontal rainband transported the aerosol species from low
levels to high levels (~7 km). These aerosols were not incorporated into
the wide cold-frontal rainband (input into the wide cold-frontal occurred
between 4 and 6.5 km). If the upper-level outflow region of the narrow
cold-frontal rainband were lower, it is possible that scavenging of aerosols
in the wide cold-frontal rainband would increase, subsequently affecting
the amount of acid deposition from the wide cold-frontal rainband.

Many other combinations of different types of rainbands need to be
investigated to determine whether their interactions may significantly affect acid deposition. If it is found, as in the case presented here, that the
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effects of interaction are generally small, this would considerably simplify
the modeling of add deposition from extratropical cyclones.
6.5 Recommendations for Future Research

As mentioned above, to better understand how the cloud chemistry
in a rainband may be affected by an adjacent rainband, many different
types of mesoscale rainbands should be simulated. For example, a less
vigorous narrow cold-frontal rainband may have an outflow region at a
lower altitude than the case modeled in this dissertation. This could produce increased scavenging of aerosols by a following rainband. Furthermore, simulations of a series of wide cold-frontal rainbands, such as observed for the 26-27 January GALE case, may lead to greater differences
between acid deposition rates from the rainbands.

Continual efforts must be made to gain confidence in the ability of
the model to predict acid deposition. This can only be done by comparing
measurements of chemical species with concentrations of these species
predicted by the model. The results from Chapter III show that this model
did not predict aerosol nitrate concentrations well when the predicted concentrations were compared with observations made for the March 6, 1986,
GALE case. For the 26-27 January 1986, GALE case, it was not possible
to make comparisons between measurements of the concentrations of
chemical species and prediction of the concentrations by the model because
the set of measurements taken by the research aircraft was incomplete.
To verify the general capabilities of the model, it should be applied to other
situations and compared to more complete data sets.

For this modeling study, the concentrations of several species that
were used as input for the model were assumed although these assumed
concentrations were based on measurements that were mostly obtained
over the western Atlantic Ocean. To fully understand what type of role

these species play, measured concentrations of these species must be
For example, to assess the importance of the
obtained together.
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iron-catalyzed aerobic oxidation of aqueous S(IV), the concentration of
Fe^+ in the aqueous phase must be known better. Most importantly, the
concentrations of Fe^+ and OH in the aqueous phase, H202, 63, SOa,
aerosol sulfate, aerosol nitrate, NOy, HCHO, and HCOOH in the gas-

phase must be measured together so that the role of each species in the
production of acid rain can be determined.
Add deposition and cloud chemistry from a complete extratropical
cyclone should be modeled. To do this, both model results and observations of a cyclone must produce a consistent description of the embedded
rainbands, the airflow associated with the rainbands, and their physical
and chemical interactions. It must also be determined whether interactions between different types of rainbands produce significant effects on
acid deposition. If the interactions between rainbands generally produce
only small effects on add deposition, as this study did for a narrow coldfrontal rainband and a wide cold-frontal rainband, then the add deposition from an extratropical cyclone could be estimated by linearly
aggregating the deposition rates from simulations of the individual rainbands. This would result in considerable simplification in the modeling of
add deposition from extratropical cyclones.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF SYMBOLS

Description

Symbol
A

a!

Value

Variable used in cloud
droplet number
concentration expression

Units
m-6

Fraction ofS(IV) that is

HSC>3
a2

Fraction ofS(IV) that is

SOJ

B

Variable used in cloud
droplet number
concentration expression

Ca

Constant for cloud
condensation nucleus
activation spectrum

CD

Drag coefficient

^

Specific heat at constant
pressure of air

^

Graupel diameter

DV

Diffusion coefficient of
N305 or N03 in air

(R)sw

Saturated vapor pressure
for water

Fd

Thennodynamic parameter

m-1

3 x 107
3 x l09

0.006

1.004 x

103

m-3

ms

Jkg-l R-1
m

10-4
0.14 x 10-4

0.12 x

m^ s’^
Pa

sm’2
(continued)
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List of Symbols (continued)

Symbol

Description

Ffg

Fuchs and Sutugin factor

F](

Thermodynamic parameter
Gravitational acceleration

Value

Units

g

9 g^

j^-2

^ g-2

Ionic strength of cloud or
rain drop

Rate coefficient for

s"

photochemical reactions

K

Equilibrium constant for
chemical reactions

Kg

Thermal conductivity of air

KTT
H

Effective Henry’s Law
c XT r\ or \xr\
n
Constant
for
N^O^ N03

Kn

Knudson number

k

k,

Rate constant for absorption

L.

2.43 x

10’^

-..K

10-

condensation nucleus
activation spectrum

1

K"^

mol L i atm

1

i

0.2 2.0

s-1

of N305 or N03 into cloud
droplets

Latent heat of condensation

J m’l s’^-

vanes

reactions

Constant for cloud

P

vanes

Rate coefficient for chemical

ko

1

2.25 x

106

Jkg-1

of water

maer(i)

Mass of aerosol in category i
of the CCN spectrum

kg

(continued)
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List of Symbols (continued)

Symbol

Description

N(Dg) dDg

Number concentration of
graupel particles with
diameters between Dg and

Value

Units
m-3

Dg+ dDg
Nd-c) dr<;

Number concentration of
cloud droplets with radii
between rg and r,; + drg

Nd

Total concentration of cloud
droplets

N,og

Intercept value in graupel

N.P

Number of cloud
condensation particles

"act

Number of categories in
CCN spectrum that will

size distribution

m -3

3.35 x

108

107

m -3
m -4
m -3

activate

"cat

Number of categories in the
cloud condensation nucleus
spectrum

"i

Number concentration of ice
crystals

llr

Constant in expression for
ice crystal concentration

"p(i)

PEVPR

Number of particles in
category of the CCN
spectrum

Rate of release of particles
from evaporating rain

75

r3

m

10-2

m -3
m -3

kg aerosol (kg air)’^

s’^

drops

(continued)
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List of Symbols (continued)

Symbol

Description

Value

Units

PIENH

Ice enhancement

kgHgO Ckgair^ s-1

PNSCAV

Rate of nucleation

kg aerosol (kg air)-1 s’^

PREVP
q

Qcw

<lds

scavenging
Evaporation of rain water

kgH20 (kgair)-l s-1

Any hydrometeor

kg HaO (kg air)-1

Mixing ratio of cloud water

kgH20(kgair)-l

Mixing ratio of aerosol

sulfate

kg

SO^ (kg air)-1

^hcw

Mixing ratio of hydrogen
peroxide in cloud water

kg H202 (kg air)-1

^ncw

Mixing ratio of nitrate in
cloud water

kg N03 (kg air)-1

qN03

Mixing ratio of N03

kg N03 (kg air)-1

^205

Mixing ratio of N^05

kg N205 (kg air)-1

dr

Mixing ratio of rain

kgH20(kgair)-1

qS02

Mixing ratio of SOg

kg S02 (kg air)-1

<W

Mixing ratio of sulfate in
rain

kg

^sw

Saturation mixing ratio for
water vapor

kgH20(kgair)-1

R

Rate of reaction

SO^ (kg air)-1

varies

(continued)
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List of Symbols (continued)

Symbol

Description

Value

R*

Universal gas constant in SI

8.314

J mol-1

Units

K-1

units

R;

Universal gas constant

0.082

L atm mol-1

Kd

Gas constant for dry air

287

J kg-1

K-!

RV

Gas constant for water

461

J kg-1

K-1

r

vapor

Mass-mean radius of cloud

K-1

m

drops

’C

Radius of cloud droplet

m

’’cr

Radius of drop that will
completely evaporate in a

m

time step

S

Saturation ratio

Sh

Diabatic heating terms

^max

Maximum supersaturation
in a time step (%)

So

Sources and sinks of a
hydrometeor

T

Temperature

TO

Reference temperature

t

K kg m-3 s-1

time

kg HgO (kg air)-1 s-1

K
273.16

K
s

(continued)
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List of Symbols (continued)

Symbol

Value

Description

Units
m s -1

u

Horizontal velocity

V

Ventilation factor

V

Mass-weighted fallspeed of

m s -1

a distribution of particles

V,g

Fallspeed ofgraupel particle

m s -1

w

Vertical velocity

m s -1

Wf

c

X

Weighting factor for
fallspeed of the graupel
particle
Horizontal distance

m

Vertical distance

m

^

Accomodation coefficient for
N305 or N03

0.01

Constant in expression for
ice crystal concentration

0.6

Diffusion coefficient of

0.221 x

K-l
10-4

m^ s’^

water vapor in air
Efficiency factor for

PNSCAV

^r

Efficiency factor for PEVPR

<&

Indicator ofphotochemical
steady state

(continued)
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List of Symbols (continued)

Symbol_____Description_______Value
I’d

Dry adiabatic lapse rate

5^.s

Parameter for Fuchs and

l

Slope of graupel size

9.8xl0"3

Sutugin factor
distribution

p

Density of air

pg

Density of graupel

PI

Density of liquid water

300 900
1000

APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE CONTINUITY EQUATION

In this appendix, the methods used for integrating the continuity
equation for the concentrations of each of the species are discussed. In
Chapter II, the continuity equation for each species was listed. These
equations are rewritten here.

The continuity equation for water vapor, cloud water and ice is
given by:

3q
9q
3q
-l=
u-lw-l
3x
3z
dt

SQ
+

(Bl).

p

For rain, snow and graupel, the continuity equation is:

-- 3q

3q

vw

(w +
+

" ax
11

at

3q

V^-

"

az

----q

3 (pV)

p

az

So

+ p
4-

CR9t
w)1

where V is the mass-weighted fallspeed of rain, snow or graupel. The
sources and sinks for these hydrometeors are represented in these two
equations by So. In these equations, q represents the hydrometeor, u the
horizontal wind, w the vertical wind, and p the density of air. For temperature the thermodynamic equation is:

where

3T

3T

at

^ ax

.3T

Sh

^az’ ^d^ -p-

(B3).

S^ represents the diabatic heating source and F^ the dry adiabatic

lapse rate.

The concentration of each chemical species i in each hydrometeor
reservoir j is determined using a continuity equation for that species:
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^il

-^

=

Ay

+

Sij

(B4),

where qij is the mass mixing ratio of species i in reservoir j, Ay represents
the advection of qij, and Sy represents the sources and sinks of qy. The
chemical species that use equation B4 include aerosol

SO^, SOg,

SO^ in

each hydrometeor reservoir (cloud water, ice, rain, snow, and graupel),
DMS, gaseous HgOg, ’H.^2 in each hydrometeor reservoir, NO, NOg,

N305, N03, PAN, HN03, aerosol N03, N03 in each hydrometeor reservoir, aerosol NH4, NH4 in each hydrometeor reservoir, and HCHO,
HCOOH, and HCOO’ in each hydrometeor reservoir. The concentration of
gas-phase

03 is held constant throughout the integration because a negli-

gible amount is depleted when dissolved or reduced.

To determine the concentration of a hydrometeor, temperature, or
the concentration of a chemical species at time t + dt, equations Bl
are integrated forward in time.

B4

The horizontal advection of a hydrometeor reservoir (the first term
on the right in equations Bl and B2) or chemical species (included in the
advection term on the right side of equation B4) is determined with an
upstream differencing technique that uses cubic spline interpolation of the
wind fields (Pumell, 1976). The horizontal advection of temperature (the
first term on the right in equation B3) is determined with an upstream differencing technique (Haltiner and Williams, 1980).

The vertical advection of a hydrometeor reservoir (the second term
on the right in equation Bl and the second and third terms on the right in
equation B2), temperature (the second term on the right in equation B3),
or chemical species (included in the advection term on the right side of
equation B4) is determined with an upstream differencing technique
(Haltiner and Williams, 1980).
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The horizontal and vertical grid spacing was limited to the grid
spacing used by the dual-Doppler radar analysis when determining the
airflow field. The time step used was chosen based on the type of rainband
being model, and was checked so that an unstable numerical integration
would not result. For the 6 March 1986 GALE case, which was described
in Chapter II, the horizontal grid spacing was 1 km, the vertical grid
spacing was 0.4 km, and the time step was 10 s. For the simulations of the
26 January 1986 narrow cold-frontal rainband, the horizontal grid spacing
was 1.5 km, the vertical grid spacing was 0.5 km, and the time step was 1
s. For the simulations of the 27 January 1986 wide cold-frontal rainband,
the horizontal grid spacing was 1.5 km, the vertical grid spacing was 0.5
km, and the time step was 10 s.
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APPENDIX C
COMPUTER CODE
Listed below are the computer routines that have been modified
from the Hegg et al. (1989) model as described in Chapter III. First, the
routine describing the ice enhancement process is listed. This is followed
by routines associated with the processes describing the release of particles from evaporating drops, nucleation scavenging, aqueous-phase
oxidation, gas-phase chemistry and absorption of N305 and N03 by cloud

water.

Ice Enhancement:

SUBROUTINE PENH(pienh, qcw, qs, qg, t, enhice, qcwith, tzero, ix,
jx, kx, pcut, delt)
c
c Transfers cloudwater to snow simulating an ice enhancement process
c that is based on Hobbs and Rangno (1985) and Mossop (1985)
c

COMMON/INDCS/IMAX1,JMAX1,KMAX1,IMIN,JMIN,KMIN,IK
REAL pienh(ixjx), qcw(ixjx.kx), qs(ixjx.kx)
REAL qg(ixjx,kx), t(ixjx,kx)
do 10 ij=jminjmaxl
do 10 ii=imin,imaxl
ifU(ii,iJik) .Ie. tzero-5. .and.
t(ii,ij,ik) .gt. tzero-10. .and.
(qs(ii,ij.ik) .gt. 0. .or. qg(ii,ij,ik) .gt. 0.) .and.
qcw(ii,ij,ik) .ge. qcwith) then
pienh(ii.ij) = enhice/delt
if(abs(pienh(ii,ij)) .It. pcut) pienh(ii,ij)=0.
else if
(t(ii,ij,ik) .Ie. tzero-10. .and.
t(ii,ij,ik) .gt. tzero-15. .and.
(qs(ii,ij,ik) .gt. 0. .or. qg(ii,ij,ik) .gt. 0.) .and.
qcw(ii,ij,ik) .ge. qcwith) then
pienh(ii.ij) = enhice/(5.*delt)
if(abs(pienh(ii,ij)) .It. pcut) pienh(ii,ij)=0.
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else
pienh(ii,ij) = 0.
endif
10 continue

RETURN
END
Release of Particles from Evaporating Rain Drops:

SUBROUTINE evapr(pevpr, prevp, qsr, qr, qv, qsatw, temp, press,
> esw, lambdr, rho, nzeror, delt, ix, jx, kx)
COMMON/indcs/imaxI Jmaxi ,kmaxl ,imin,jmin,kmin,ik

REAL pevpr(ixjx), prevp(ixjx), qsr(ixjx,kx), qr(ixjx,kx)
REAL qv(ixjx,kx), qsatw(ixjx.kx), temp(ixjx,kx), esw(ixjx,kx)
REAL lambdr(ixjx,kx), nzeror, pi, delt
REAL Icond, press(kx), massint, rho(ixjx.kx)
c
c This parameterization calculates the amount of aerosol returned to air
c when rain evaporates. These calculations are based on Rogers and Yau
c (1989).
c

lcond=2.5el0
rholiq=l.
pi=acos(-l.)
do lj=jmin Jmaxi
do 1 i=imin,imaxl
if(prevp(ij) .It. 0. .and. qr(ij,ik) .gk. 0.) then
call getrcrit(rcrit, temp(ij.ik), qv(ij.ik), qsatw(ij,ik),
esw(ij,ik), press(ik), Icond, 2,/rholiq, delt)
c

dmass=qr(ij ,ik)*rho(ij ,ik)
cml=massint(2.*rcrit, 3, -lambdr(ij,ik))
cm0=massint(0.. 3, -lambdr(ij,ik))
cmass=abs(cm0-cml)*pi*nzeror/6.
c

effic=cmass/dmass

pevpr(ij) = effic*qsr(ij,ik)/qr(ij,ik)*prevp(ij)
pevpr(ij) = amaxKpevpr(ij), -qsr(ij,ik)/delt)
else
pevpr(ij) = 0.
endif
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1 continue

return
end

REAL function massint(rc, p, a)
REAL r, a, m, x(0:10), rr, aa
INTEGER p, k, pp
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

compute the mass of rain with boundary conditions (Weast, 1982).
the integral is: sum[r**p exp(a*r) dr]
integrate to get:
rc**p exp(a*rc)/a p/a*sum[rc**(p-l) exp(a*rc) drc]
function:
xint(rr,pp,aa) = rr**pp * exp(aa*rr)/aa

c

iftrc .eq. 0.) then
pfac=l
do 1 k=l,p
pfac=pfac*k
1

continue

m=-pfac/a**(p+1)
go to 10
endif

do 8 k=p,0,-l
x(k) = xint(rc, k, a)
8 continue
m = 0.
do 9 k=0,p-l
m = -(m + x(k))*(k+l)/a
9 continue
m = m + x(p)
10 continue
massint = m

return
end
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SUBROUTINE getrcrit(rcrit, temp, qv, qsatw, esw, pr, Iheat, fac,
> delt)

c
c find the critical radius where drops at re and less will evaporate (Rogers
c and Yau, 1989).
c
COMMON/indcs/imaxI jmax 1 ,kmax 1 ,iminjmin,kmin,ik
REAL rcrit, delt, temp, qv, qsatw, esw, pr
REAL Iheat, diffus, thcond, rv, fac
c

difms=0.221*(l.e6/pr)
thcond=0.024e5
rv=461.e4
c

fk = (lheat/(rv*temp) 1.) * lheat/(thcond*temp)
fd = rv*temp/(diffus*esw)
if(qv .ge. qsatw .or. qsatw ,eq. 0.) then
rcrit=0.

else
rcrit=sqrt(-fac*(qv/qsatw 1.) * delV(fk+fd))
endif
c

return
end

Nucleation Scavenging:

SUBROUTINE scavinit(qnpwr, qnfac, nsrat, asrat)
c This routine initializes the number distribution for the aerosol particles
c into 75 categories.
parameter (mcat=75, mz=24)
COMMON/indcs/imaxI Jmaxl,kmaxl,iminjmin,kmin,ik

COMMON/scvl/qn(mcat,mz)
COMMON/scv2/ymso4(mcat), ymnh4(mcat), ymno3(mcat)
REAL ym(mcat), actsat(mcat)
REAL nsrat, asrat
c ym is the mass of aerosol
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DATA ym/1.4923820e-14. 6.6342210e-15, 3.7324140e-15,
2.3890591e-15, 1.6591905e-15, 1.2190015e-15, 9.3322559e-16.
7.3723774e-16, 5.9699845e-16, 4.9319453e-16, 4.1420590e-16,
3.5270126e-16, 3.0386982e-16, 2.6444847e-16, 2.3216070e-16,
2.0537913e-16, 1.8291536e-16, 1.6388524e-16, 1.4761995e-16,
1.3360599e-16, 1.2144385e-16, 1.1081891e-16, 1.0148071e-16,
9.3227874e-17, 8.5896971e-17. 7.9354283e-17, 7.3489533e-17,
6.8211135e-17, 6.3442511e-17, 5.9119236e-17, 5.5186799e-17,
5.1598827e-17, 4.8315668e-17, 4.5303257e-17, 4.2532198e-17,
3.9977017e-17, 3.7615549e-17, 3.5428437e-17, 3.3398715e-17,
3.1511463e-17, 2.9753515e-17, 2.8113221e-17, 2.6580239e-17,
2.5145362e-17, 2.3800374e-17, 2.2537923e-17, 2.1351415e-17,
2.0234918e-17, 1.9183087e-17, 1.8191097e-17, 1.7254577e-17,
1.6369565e-17, 1.5532460e-17. 1.4739982e-17, 1.3989142e-17,
1.3277206e-17, 1.2601673e-17, 1.1960249e-17, 1.1350827e-17,
1.0771471e-17, 1.0220395e-17, 9.6959536e-18, 9.1966253e-18,
8.7210029e-18. 8.2677825e-18, 7.8357549e-18, 7.4237970e-18,
7.0308641e-18, 6.655984 Ie-18, 6.2982500e-18, 5.9568161e-18,
5.6308919e-18, 5.3197381e-18. 5.0226628e-18, 4.7390170e-18/

DATA actsat/1.0004, 1.0006, 1.0008, 1.0010, 1.0012, 1.0014,
1.0016, 1.0018, 1.0020, 1.0022, 1.0024, 1.0026. 1.0028, 1.0030,
1.0032, 1.0034. 1.0036, 1.0038, 1.0040, 1.0042, 1.0044, 1.0046,
1.0048, 1.0050, 1.0052, 1.0054,
1.0064, 1.0066, 1.0068, 1.0070,
1.0080, 1.0082, 1.0084, 1.0086,
1.0096. 1.0098, 1.0100, 1.0102,
1.0112, 1.0114, 1.0116, 1.0118,
1.0128, 1.0130, 1.0132, 1.0134,
1.0144. 1.0146, 1.0148, 1.0150,

1.0056, 1.0058,
1.0072. 1.0074,
1.0088, 1.0090,
1.0104, 1.0106.
1.0120, 1.0122,
1.0136, 1.0138,

1.0060,
1.0076,
1.0092,
1.0108,
1.0124,
1.0140,

1.0062,
1.0078,
1.0094,
1.0110,
1.0126,
1.0142,

1.0152/

c function: determines the number ofccn as a function of supersaturation

qnccn(s)=qnfac*s**qnpwr
c initialize the aerosol distribution

qncnb=0.
do 5 icat=l,mcat
ymso4(icat)=ym(icat)
ymno3(icat)=ym(icat)*nsrat
ymnh4(icat)=ym(icat)*asrat
qncna=qncnb
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qncnb=qnccn(100.*(actsat(icat)-l.))
qn(icat,ik)=qncnb-qncna
5 continue
c
c check the concentration of each aerosol

sum=0.
sum2=0.
suml=0.
do 10 ic=l,mcat
sum = sum + ymso4(ic)*qn(ic,ik)
sumi = sumi + ymno3(ic)*qn(ic,ik)
sum2 = sum2 + ymnh4(ic)*qn(ic,ik)
10 continue
write(6,*)
write(6,*) sum ofmass*number = ", sum, sumi, sum2
write(6,*)
c

return
end

SUBROUTINE maxsat(supsat, qv, qsatw, w, t, delt, ix, jx, kx)
c
c find the maximum supersaturation during one time step (Twomey, 1959)
c

REAL supsat(ixjx.kx), qsatw(ixjx,kx), w(ixjx,kx)
REAL t(ixjx,kx), qv(ixjx,kx)
COMMON/indcs/imaxljmaxl,kmaxl,iminjmin,kmin,ik

REAL Icond, mwh2o, mwair, ru, cp, rv, g
DATA Icond, mwh2o, mwair/2.5el0, 18., 28.96/
DATA ru, cp, g/8.314e7, 1.004e7, 980./
c
rv=ru/mwh2o
do 100 j=jminjmaxl
do 100 i=imin,imaxl

ql=lcond*mwh2o*g/(ru*t(ij,ik)!(’t(ij,ik)*cp) mwair*g/(ru*
UiJ.ik))
qlw=ql*w(ij,ik)
tem=l. + lcond*lcond*qsatw(ij,ik)/(cp*rv*t(ij,ik)*t(ij,ik))
dtem=delt*tem
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if(qlw .Ie. 0. .or. dtem .Ie. 0.) then
supsat(ij,ik)=0.
else
supsat(ij,ik) = qlw * dtem
endif
iftqsatw(ij,ik) .eq. 0.) then
ss = 0.
else
ss = qv(ij,ik)/qsatw(ij,ik) 1.
endif
if(ss .gt. .01) ss = 0.
supsat(ij,ik) = amaxKss, supsat(ij,ik))
100 continue
c
return
end

SUBROUTINE nscav(supsat, chm, qdx, qcw, qscw, pcond, dm, temp,
> qv, qsatw, esw, rho, press, nacti, delt, k, neat, ix, jx, kx, ipar,
> npar)
c
c Determine the rate ofnucleation scavenging if condensation is
c occurring. If evaporation is occurring, determine the rate of release of

c
c
c

particles from the cloud droplets that completely evaporate (see
PEVPR).

parameter (mcat=75,mz=24)
COMMON/indcs/imaxI jmax 1 ,kmax 1 ,iminjmin,kmin,ik
COMMON/nd/ndrop
COMMON/scvl/qn(mcat,mz)
REAL chm(ncat), supsat(ixjx,kx), dm(ixjx), delt
REAL qcw(ixjx,kx), qscw(ixjx,kx), qdx(ixjx,kx)
REAL pcond(ixjx), temp(ixjx.kx), qv(ixjx.kx), qsatw(ixjx,kx)
REAL esw(ixjx.kx), rho(ixjx,kx), Icond, rv, thcond, diffus
REAL ndrop, press(kx), nactl(ixj’x,kx)

REAL massint
INTEGER neat, nact
third=l./3.
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lcond=2.5el0
rholiq=l.
pi=acos(-l.)
c

do 10 i=imin,imaxl
do 10j=jminjmaxl
dm(ij) = 0.
if^pcond(ij) .gt. 0. .and. supsat(ij,ik) .gt. 0.) then
nact=int(5000.*supsat(ij,ik) + 0.05) 1
if(nact .It. nint(nactl(ij,ik))) go to 25
if(nact .gt. neat) nact=ncat
c

do 20 icat=nint(nactl(ij,ik)),nact
del=chm(icat)*qn(icat,ik)
dm(ij) = dm(ij) + del
20

continue
dm(ij) = dm(ij)/delt
dm(ij) = aminl(dm(ij), qdx(ij,ik)/delt)

if(ipar .eq. npar) nactl(ij,ik) = REAL(nact + 1)
25

continue

else iftpcond(ij) .It. 0. .and. qcw(ij,ik) .gt. 0.) then
call getrcrit(rcrit, temp(ij,ik), qv(ij,ik), qsatw(i,j,ik),
esw(ij,ik), press(ik), Icond, 2./rholiq, delt)
b=(80.*pi*ndrop/(qcw(ij,ik)*rho(ij,ik)))**third
dmass=qcw(ij,ik)*rho(ij,ik)
cml=massint(rcrit, 5, -b)
cm0=massint(0., 5, -b)
CInass=abs(cmO-cml)*2.*pi*ndrop*b’l’*3/3.
effic=cmass/dmass

dm(ij) = effic*qscw(ij,ik)/qcw(ij,ik)*pcond(ij)
dm(ij)=amaxl(dm(ij), -qscw(ij,ik)/delt)
endif
10 continue
c

return
end

Aqueous Oxidation:

SUBROUTINE oxid(pc,h2,pf2,pa,qso2,qozone,qcw,qhcw,hqcw, qacw,
> qscw,qfa,qhcho,qfcw,press,press0,t,delt,pcl,pf5,ixjx,kx)
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c
c Includes oxidation of S(IV) and aqueous formate production.
c Oxidation of S(IV) is via fi^O^ (Hoffmann and Calvert, 1985 rate
c constant), 03 (Hoffmann, 1986 rate constant), OH (Hoffinann and

c
c
c
c

Calvert, 1985 rate constant) and Fe^-Og (Martin and Hill, 1987 rate
constant). Production of formate is similar to that presented by Jacob
(1986).

parameter (kso2=l, kh2o2=2, khion=3, kso4=4, ko3=5, koh=6, knh4=7)
parameter (kfa=8, khcho=9)
COMMON/indcs/imaxI Jmax 1 ,kmaxl ,imin,jmin,kmin,ik
COMMON/siv/isl,is2,is3,is4,isold
REAL pc(ixjx), h2(ixjx), pf2(ixjx), pa(ixjx)
REAL pcl(ixjx), pf5(ixjx)
REAL qso2(ixjx,kx), qozone, qcw(ixjx,kx), qhcw(ixjx,kx)
REAL hqcw(ixjx.kx), qacw(ixjx.kx)
REAL qscw(ixjx,kx), qfa(ixjx,kx), qhcho(ixjx.kx)
REAL qfcw(ixjx,kx), press(kx), t(ixjx,kx)
REAL mwx, mw(9), mwair, ionic, sclht(22)

DATA mw,mwair/64.,34.,l.,96.,48.,17.,18.,46.,30.,28.96/
c These are exponential decay values for a scale height of 3.5 km

DATA sclht/0.04979. 0.05743, 0.06625. 0.07643, 0.08816, 0.10170,
0.11732, 0.13534, 0.15612, 0.18009, 0.20775, 0.23965, 0.27645,
0.31891, 0.36788, 0.42437, 0.48954, 0.56472, 0.65144, 0.75148,
0.86688, 1.00000/
c functions for solubility and dissociation coefficients

ekhs(tt)=3.49e-5*exp(3120./tt)
ekls(tt)=1.82e-5*exp(1964./tt)
ek2s(tt)=5.27e-10*exp(1432./tt)
ekho(tt)=2.13e-6!(texp(2560./tt)
ekhf(tt)=3.03e-6*exp(6425./tt)
ekhfa(tt)=1.83e-5*exp(5700./tt)
eklfUt)=2.954e-4*exp(-151./tt)

![h2c(oh)2] = ekhf * p(hcho)
![hcooh] = ekhfa * p(hcooh)
![hcooh) = [hcoo-] + [h+]

c reaction rate coefficients

rk29(tt)=3.1743ell*exp(-1510./tt)

!h2c(oh)2 + oh --> hcooh + ho2 +

rk30(tt)=3.1743el0*exp(-1510./tt)

’.hcooh + oh "> co2 + ho2 +h2o

h2o
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rk31(tt)=3.968ell*exp(-1510./tt)

!hcoo- + oh --> co2 + ho2 + oh-

c functions to transform the units of the hydrometeors

!to moles x/liter h2o
!to g x/g air

aq(q,mwx,cw)=q*1000./(cw*mwx)
qa(a,mwx,cw)=a*cw*.001*mwx

c----------------------c
presrat=press(ik)/press0
c

ifUsold .eq. 0) write(20,*) ik
do 100 j=jminjmaxl
do 100 i=imin,imaxl

pc(ij)=0.
h2(ij)=0.
pf2(ij)=0.
pa(ij)=0.
if(qcw(ij,ik).eq.O.) go to 100
c aqueous concentrations of species
ifthqcw(ij,ik).eq.0.) go to 100
ahion=hqcw(ij,ik)

calculations use molar units

ah2o2=aq(qhcw(ij,ik),mw(kh2o2),qcw(ij,ik))
ao3=ekho(t(ij,ik))*qozone*mwair*presrat/mw(ko3)
aoh=l.e-14
afe3=7.e-8*sclht(ik-l)
!molar estimate from cahill&assumptions
aso4=aq(qscw(ij,ik),mw(kso4),qcw(ij,ik))
anh4=aq(qacw(ij,ik),mw(knh4),qcw(ij,ik))
c asiv = h2o-so2 + hso3- + so3=
sivp=ahion**2+ekls(t(ij,ik))*ahion+ekls(t(ij,ik))*ek2s(t
> (ij,ik))
asiv=ekhs(t(ij,ik))*sivp*qso2(ij,ik)*mwair*presrat/(mw(kso2)*
> ahion**2)

al=ekls(t(ij,ik))*ahion/sivp
a2=ekls(t(ij,ik))*ek2s(t(ij,ik))/sivp
c faaq = hcooh + hcoofaa=ahion+eklfU(ij,ik))

!hso3
!so3

a0f=ahion/faa

alf=eklf(t(ij.ik))/faa
afaaq=aq(qfcw(ij,ik), mw(kfa), qcw(ij,ik))
ach2oh2=ekhf(t(ij,ik))*mwair/mw(khcho)*presrat*qhcho(ij,ik)
c------calculations--------------c h2o2 oxidation rate
iftisold .eq. 0) then
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coef=6.2535el4*exp(-4751./t(ij,ik))
dso4dt=coefahion*ah2o2*asiv*al/(l.+13.*ahion)
Irate in molar/s
rl=qa(dso4dt,mw(kso4),qcw(ij,ik))
!rate in g so4/g air-s
h2(ij)=qa(dso4dt,mw(kh2o2),qcw(ij,ik)) irate in g h2o2/g air-s
c ozone oxidation rate
coef2=4.28el3*exp(-5532.84/t(iJ,ik))i<al+7.436el6*exp(-5280.25/
$ t(ij,ik))*a2
dso4dt2=coef2*ao3*asiv
r2=qa(dso4dt2,mw(kso4),qcw(ij,ik))
else
tl=qozone*5.37e-19*exp(6778./t(ij,ik))/hqcw(ij,ik)**0.9
t2=qhcw(ij,ik)/qcw(ij,ik)*2.67e-2*exp(2410./t(ij,ik))/
hqcw(ij,ik)**0.27
>
c2=(tl+t2)*1000.
h2(ij)=34./64.*t2*qso2(ij,ik)*qcw(ij,ik)*1000.
endif
c oh oxidation rate
coef3=exp(-1509.7/t(ij,ik))*(1.5065el2*al+8.722ell*a2)
dso4dt3=coef3*aoh*asiv
r3=qa(dso4dt3,mw(kso4),qcw(ij,ik))
c catalyzed aerobic oxidation (by fe+3)
if(ahion.gt.l.e-5) then
ionic=0.5*(anh4+4.*aso4+ahion)

coef=6.*(10.**(-2*sqrt(ionic)/(l.+sqrt(ionic))))
dso4dt4=coef<’afe3*asiv/ahion

else
coef=5.e5
dso4dt4=coef*afe3*asiv
endif
r4=qa(dso4dt4,mw(kso4),qcw(ij,ik))
c total oxidation rate
ifUsold .eq. 0) then
c
write(20,*) i, j, isl*rl, is2*r2, is3*r3, is4*r4
pc(i>j)=isl*rl+is2*r2+is3*r3+is4*r4
else
pc(ij)=c2*qso2(ij,ik)*qcw(ij,ik)
endif
if(pcl(ij).gt.0.) then
pc(ij)=aniinl(pc(ij),qso2(ij,ik)/delt-pcl(ij))

else
pc(ij)=aniinl(pc(ij),qso2(ij,ik)/delt)
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endif
c formic add aqueuos chemistry

dfordt=(rk29(t(ij,ik))*ach2oh2-(rk30(t(ij,ik))*a0f+rk31(t(ij,
> ik))*alf)*afaaq)*aoh
pf2(ij)=qa(dfordt,mw(kfa),qcw(ij,ik))
dpadt=rk29(t(ij,ik))*ach2oh*aoh
pa(ij)=qa(dpadt, mw(khcho), qcw(ij,ik))
if(pcl(ij).gt.0.) then
pf2(ij)=aminl(pf2(ij),qhcho(ij,ik)/delt-pf5(ij))
pa(ij)=aminl(pa(ij),qhcho(ij,ik)/delt-pf5(ij))
else
pf2(ij)=aminl(pf2(ij),qhcho(ij,ik)/delt)
pa(ij)=aminl(pa(ij),qhcho(ij,ik)/delt)
endif
h2(ij)=aminl(h2(ij),qhcw(ij,ik)/delt)
100 continue

return
end

Gas-phase Chemitry:

SUBROUTINE gasch(qn2o5, qno3, qno, qno2, ozone, pdso2, pdmsa,
$

ploh, phno3, qdms,qv,qoh,t,press,press0,rho,ixj’x,kx)

c
c Odd nitrogen gas-phase chemistry is based on Heikes and Thompson
c (1983). The routine determines N03 and N305 concentrations that are
c in equilibrium with NO, NOg, and 03 concentrations. Also determines
c the rate ofdms oxidation.
c

PARAMETER (kn2o5=l,kno3=2,kno=3,kno2=4,ko3=5, nx=18)
PARAMETER (kso2=6,kmsa=7,kdms=8,kh2o=9,koh=10,khno3=ll)
REAL kpl(nx), kp2(nx), na, mwx, mw(ll)
REAL qn2o5(ixjx,kx),qno3(ixjx,kx),qno(ixjx,kx),qno2(ixjx,kx)
REAL t(ixjx,kx),press(kx),rho(ixjx,kx)
REAL pdso2(ixjx),pdmsa(ixjx),qv(ixJx,kx),qdms(ixJx,kx)
REAL qoh(ixjx,kx),ploh(ixjx),phno3(ixjx)
COMMON/indcs/imaxI jmax 1 ,kmax 1 ,iminjmin,kmin,ik

COMMON/ht/kpl, kp2
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DATA na/6.022e23/
DATA mw/108.,62.,30.,46.,48.,64.06,96.11,62.,18.,17.,63./
DATA al/0.4/
splitting ratio between so2 & msa from dms oxidation
rkdmsno3/5.4e-13/
DATA
!winer etal. (1984)
igraedel (1979)
ccc DATA rjno3, rjn2o5/.29, 2.e-5/
!thompson & cicerone (1982)
DATA rjno3, rjn2o5/.ll, 7.9e-6/
DATA m2o5h2o/2.e-21/
!jpl (1985)
c functions that determine the rate constant

!jpl (1985)
!jpl (1985)
!jpl (1985)
!hampson (1980)

rknoo3(tt)=1.8e-12*exp(-1370/tt)
rkno2o3(tt)=1.2e-13*exp(-2450/tt)
rknono3(tt)=1.3e-ll*exp(250/tt)
mo2no3(tt)=2.3e-13*exp(-1000/tt)

psi(x,y,a)=l./(l.+(alogl0(a*x/y))**2)
rkl(x,y,a)=0.6**psi(x,y,a)*x*a/(l.+a*x/y)
xno2oh(tt)=2.6e-30*(ttY300.)**(-3.2)
yno2oh(tt)=2.4e-ll*(tV300.)**(-1.3)
rkno2oh(tt,a)=rkl(xno2oh(tt), yno2oh(tt), a)
c
c use ^equilibrium instead ofk-fbrward
c

!jpl (1985)

& k-reverse

ekn2o5(tt,p)=1.52e-27*exp(11153/tt)*p/press0

!jpl (1985)

c
c dms oxidation
c

!atkinson et al. (1984)

rkdmsoh(tt)=6.1e-12*exp(134/tt)
c functions to change units of concentrations

xq(q,mwx)=q*na*rho0/mwx
qx(x,mwx)=x*mwx/(na*rho0)

rho0=press0/(8.314e7/28.96*273.16)
xo3=xq(ozone,mw(ko3))

!molec x/cm3 air
!g x/g air
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do 100 j=jminjmaxl
do 100 i=imin,imaxl
pdso2(ij)=0.
pdmsa(ij)=0.
phno3(ij)=0.
ploh(ij)=0.
xn2o5=xq(qn2o5(ij,ik),mw(kn2o5))
xno3=xq(qno3(ij,ik),mw(kno3))
xno=xq(qno(ij,ik),mw(kno))
xno2=xq(qno2(ij,ik),mw(kno2))
xrho=rho(ij,ik)*na/28.96
xh2o=xq(qv(ij,ik),mw(kh2o))
xdms=xq(qdms(ij,ik),mw(kdms))
xoh=xq(qoh(ij,ik),mw(koh))
c
c check rate constant values

al=rkno2o3(t(ij,ik))
a2a3=ekn2o5(t(ij,ik),press(ik))
a4=rknono3(t(ij,ik))
a2=rno2no3(t(ij,ik))
a5=rkno2oh(t(ij,ik),xrho*0.8)
a8 =rkdmsoh(t(i J ,ik))

den3=rjno3+a2a3*xno2*(rn2o5h2o*xh2o+kpl(i)+r]’n2o5)+kp2(i)+a4*
> xno+a2*xno2+rkdmsno3*xdms

xno3=al*xno2*xo3/den3

xn2o5=a2a3*xno2*xno3
qno3(ij,ik)=qx(xno3,mw(kno3))
qn2o5(i J ,ik)=qx(xn2o5 ,mw(kn2o5))

dhno3dt=a5*xno2*xoh
dso2dt=al*xdms*(a8*xoh+rkdmsno3*xno3)
dmsadt=(l.-al)*xdms*(a8*xoh+rkdmsno3*xno3)

dohdt=a8*xdms*xoh
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c change back to mass mixing ratio units

phno3(ij)=qx(dhno3dt,mw(khno3))
pdso2(ij)=qx(dso2dt,mw(kso2))
pdmsa(ij)=qx(dmsadt,mw(kmsa))
ploh(ij)=qx(dohdt,mw(koh))
100 continue

return
end
Absorption ofN^O^ and N03 in cloud droplets:

SUBROUTINE nhet(phetl, phet2, qncw, qcw, qn2o5, qno3, rho, t, ix,
$

jx, kx)

c
c This parameterization is used in several papers e.g. Chameides & Davis
c (1982), Heikes & Thompson (1983), and Chameides (1984). Specifically
c this scheme follows Chameides (1984) because he uses a monodisperse
c (r=10um) cloud. However, the mass mean radius of the Khrgian-Mazin
c distribution is used here.
c

PARAMETER (n=2, nx=18)
PARAMETER (third=173.)
c

COMMON/indcs/imaxljmaxl,kmaxl,iminjmin,kmin,ik
COMMON/ht/kpl, kp2
COMMON/nd/ndrop
c

REAL mw(n), Iwc, lefl(n), ndrop, kn(n), kpl(nx), kp2(nx)
c

REAL dv(n), thvel(n), fv(n), rho(ixjx.kx), qno3(ixjx,kx)
REAL qn2o5(ixjx,kx), qcw(ixjx,kx), qncw(ixjx,kx), phet2(ixjx)
REAL phetl(ixjx), t(ixjx.kx)
c

DATA pi,acc,airmol.ru/3.1415926536, 0.1, 28.966, 8.314e7/
DATA dv,mw,hef^.l2, .14, 108., 62., l.e5/
ra=ru*l.e-7/1.01325e5*l.e3
c

!univ. gas const (atm-1/mol-k)
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do 101 j=jminjmaxl
do 101 i=imin,imaxl
kpl(i)=0.
kp2(i)=0.
phetl(ij)=0.
phet2(ij)=0.
c

lwc=qcw(ij,ik)*l.e6*rho(ij,ik)

!liquid water content (g m-3)

ifUwc.lt.OOOl) go to 101
c

!mass mean radius (cm)
amean=(0.86e-6*lwc/ndrop)**third
amean=(0.107e-6*lwc/ndrop)**third !number mean radius (cm)
ventfac=l.+36.8*amean+3012.*amean**2
!ventilation factor

c

do 15 l=l,n
thvel(l)=sqrt(8.*ru*t(ij,ik)/(pi*mw(l))) (thermal velocity
leffU)=3.*dv(l)/thvel(l)
!mean free path (cm)
knG)=leffU)/amean
Iknudson number
fv(l)=l./(l.+4.*kn(l)/(3.*acc))
if(l .eq. 1)
> kpl(i)=4.*pi*amean*dv(l)*fv(l)*ventfac*ndrop
ifTI .eq. 2)
> kp2(i)=4.*pi*amean*dv(l)*fv(l)*ventfac*ndrop
15 continue

phetl(iJ)=kpl(i)*(qn2o5(iJ4k)-qncw(ij4k)/(hefP’’ra*t(i,j,ik)
$))

phet2(ij)=kp2(i)*(qno3(ij,ik)-qncw(ij,ik)/(heff*ra*t(ij,ik))
$)
101 continue
c

return
end

